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ChapterI.

INTRODUCTION.

Colloidtheory.
TheDLVOtheoryofcolloid stability,developed onlysomefortyyears
agobyDerjaguinandLandau [1]andVerwey andOverbeek [2],hasproved
tobeofgreat importance,forboth theoretical and practicalproblems.
It considers the interaction between charged particles in a lyophobic
colloidal solution and it describes colloid stability in terms of the
balancebetweenelectrostaticrepulsionandVanderWaalsattraction.
A question that remained unsolved, however, is whether or not the
double layers of the particles are at equilibriumwith the surrounding
solution during the event of a collision. Two extreme cases can be
distinguished: (i) during particle encounter the surface charge can
adjustitself tothenewsituation;thisistheconstantpotentialcase;
(ii) the particle charge cannot be exchanged with the solution during
interaction of thedouble layers,and the surface potential ischanged;
thisistheconstant chargecase.
Experiments on suspensions cannot discriminate between the two
limiting cases.Titration measurements ultimately refer to equilibrium
conditions, and thedefinition of thecoagulation concentration and its
experimental determination are not refined enough. What we need is
insight in the electrodynamics of the interfaces under study,based on
directinformationaboutrelaxationphenomenaattheseinterfaces.Itis
here that dynamic measurements on electrodes may contribute to solving
theproblem.

ThemodelsubstanceAgi.
Model systems have played an important role in the development of
colloid science.Naturalsystemsusually suffer fromlackofhomogeneity
andreproducibility,whereas toolittleisknownabouttheir fundamental
properties.One of themostwidely used model colloids is silveriodide
[3]. One can reproducibly make suspensions of this compound, and,
provided enoughcareistaken,welldefined electrodesaswell.Alotof
fundamental knowledge is available on Agi, e.g. electrochemical,
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crystallographic and chemicalInformation.TheAgi electrode Inaqueous
solution shows relatively little complications, as contamination by
oxygenororganicmaterialcaneasily beprevented.
ElectrodynamicsoftheAgl/solutioninterface.
Thefollowingchapterswillshowthatwebuildonarichtraditionof
Agi electrode studies. Research-workers at Utrecht (Oomen, Engel and
Pieper andDeVooys [4,5,6]),atWageningen (Peverelll andVanLeeuwen,
[7]) and at Zagreb (Kvastek and Horvat, [8]) have investigated the
Agl/solution interface since the sixties. Others, like Honig et al.,
haveworkedonAgBr [9]oronÀgCl,e.g.Ladjouzi[10].
Chapter IIdescribes thepreparation of theAgi filmelectrode,part
of the characterization of its surface, the measuring setup and the
techniqueusedtoobtaintheelectrodynamlcinformation.Itisexplained
why anew typeof silver iodideelectrode,themassive silverrodelectrode,wasintroduced.
In chapter III we consider the electrical components of the Agl/solution interface: the double layer capacitance, the ion transfer
resistance and the mass transport impedance. They are discussed in
relation tothespecialfeatures of thematerial.Based onexperimental
information an equivalent circuit for the interface and the corresponding impedance equations arepresented.Quite someattention ispaid
totheinfluence of surfaceroughness,especially onthemass transport
impedance. Taking into account roughness and experimental error, the
variousmethodsofimpedanceanalysisarediscussed.

Electrodynamics,polymersandcolloid stability.
It iswellknown that polymers may stabilize or destabilize suspensions,e.g.,thoseofsilveriodideparticles.Anotablecontributionto
the theoretical description of those polymer effects is due to
ScheutjensandFleer[11].
In this work we are concerned with the charge exchange processes
duringcollisionsbetweencolloidalparticles,andtheinfluenceexerted
byadsorbedpolymers.
In chapter IV we present data on these electrical parameters for
electrodes with andwithout adsorbed polymer (PVA orPVP).Our results
are compared with literature data, as obtained from electrode

experiments (capacitanceanddiffusionalparameters),andfromtitration
experiments (capacitances).Anattemptismadetoexplainthedependence
ofthecapacitanceandofthediffusionparameteronthepotential.
InchapterVwedescribetheprocessescontributing tochargeadjustment ofcolloidalparticles and their time scales [12,13].Thefindings
of the previous chapters allow us to revise current notions.For Agi,
three different relaxation routesare considered: (i)adjustment ofthe
double diffuse double layer including silver ion conduction inside the
solid; (ii)relaxationviamigration ofStern ionsalong the surfaceof
theparticle;(iii)diffusionofexcessAg orI -ionsintosolution.An
electricalequivalent circuit foraparticle ininteractionisproposed.
Finally, the evidence is used to solve the controversy of constant
potentialvsconstantcharge.
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ChapterII.

MATERIALSANDMETHODS.

1.Preparationoftheelectrodes.
a.construction.
In this studywe describe anew typeof silver iodide electrode.It
was introduced because mechanical problems were encountered with the
electrodes of the glass tube type that were used in an earlier study
[1,2]. Glass tubes frequently broke downduring the polishingprocess,
and in other cases themetal film lost contact with the bottom of the
glass tube. Electrolytically prepared silver iodide electrodes, often
used as reference electrodes,may seem an alternative,but they havea
rough surface of which the roughness factor is large but unknown.
Ladjouzi reports roughness factors of about 100 for electrolytically
grown silver chloride electrodes [3].In a recent study on rotating
silver electrodes Birss and Wright confirm the idea of a very rough
surface for electrolytically grown silver iodide [4].Rough electrodes
causeproblems ininterpretingdata,aswewilldescribe inchapterIII.
Theelectrodesused inthis study are produced fromamassivesilver
rodembedded inanepoxy resinbody.Theepoxy resin,Technovit4071,is
very inert and not soluble inwater and aqueous solutions.The silver
usedwasSpecpurewithapurityof99.999%.
To start the construction of an electrode, a silver rod of 5 mm
diameterwasmachined ononeend toadiameter of3mmoveralengthof
about 10 mm.The rodwas then placed ina tubular holder ofapproximately 10 mm diameter and the Technovit was poured into the ensuing
space. After hardening of the resin and removal of the holder, the
encapsulated electrode was machined and provided with a screwhole with
thread,as shown inFig.l.A perspex holder with built-in copper screw
andcontactwireensuredelectricalandmechanicalcontactwiththecell
andthemeasuring circuitry,asdisplayed inFig.2.
b.thesilversurface.
A clean and smooth silver surfacewas prepared bygrinding flatthe
encapsulated end of the electrode and polishing it with diamond spray
deposited onpolishingcloth.Inthefirststage,diamond particleswith
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silver rod

Ag! electrode surface

M2 screwhoie
technovit

Fig.1 Outline of the construction of the massive s i l v e r electrode.

Agi electrode
surface

copper
contact
screw

sovirel screwcap
perspex body

technovit

silver electrode

electrical contact
plug

copper contact wire
teflon ring

Fig.2.Outlineofelectrode,electrodeholderandelectricalcontacts.
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a sizeof6umwereused,andinthesecond stageparticlesof3urn.The
effect of a third and fourth stage of polishing,with 1 umand .25urn
particles respectively, has also been investigated. The electrode
kinetics, in terms of capacitance and relaxation time,did not differ
fromelectrodespolished downto3urn,sointhecourseofthisinvestigationpolishingwithparticlesfiner than3umwasomitted.
Polishingwasfrequently interrupted toobservetheelectrodeundera
microscope, with a magnification factor of 88x, under incident light.
Thepolishingwas stoppedwhen theremaining scratches areabout0.3urn
wide and deep,being the dimensions of thesharp edges of3 urndiamond
particles.
Between the polishing and the observation,theelectrodewaswashed
with a 1:1 mixture of demineralized water and ethanol,whichwas also
the lubricant on the polishing cloth.The polishing machine rotated at
250 rpm. During polishing the electrode was supported by a perspex
holder of30mmdiameter,withabore of thesamediameterastheelectrode. Electrode and electrode holder were pressed on the polishing
clothbylight (finger)pressing,
c.thesilveriodidefilm.
After polishing,theelectrodewaswashed thoroughly withthewater/
ethanol mixture and dried in air.Within half an hour after polishing
thesilver iodide filmwasgrownonthesurface.The filmwasformedby
reactionof thesilver substratumwith iodinevapour thatwasdeveloped
from a solution of iodine in ethanol (concentration approx. 200 g/1).
The electrode was positioned about a centimeter above the solution
surface, and was allowed to react for periods ranging from 10 to 30
minutes. The reaction could be followed visuallly through the bright
colouring of thesilver surface:within oneminute bright redandgreen
colours due to the interference effect in thevery thinlayer couldbe
observed. In the course of the reaction the colour changed to themat
lightbrownofthesilveriodide.Thethicknessofthelayersthusgrown
varied between 0.2 and 1.0 um, depending on the reaction time.Layer
thicknessesweremeasured by stripping thesilver iodide from theelectrode with a constant current,as previously described by Peverelli et
al. [2].The potential was monitored to detect the time needed for
completestripping.Duringtheelectrolysis thepotentialwasabout-325
mVvsSCE,duetothereactionAgi+e=Ag+ I - .Whenthestrippingof
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theAgiwas completed, the potential rose steeply toabout-1000mVvs
SCE,duetothereactionHo0+e-*jH2 +OH .A typicalpotentialtime
curve is shown inFig.3.The electrolyte usedwas0.1 M KI. Theamount
of silver iodide stripped isequal totheproduct of timetandcurrent
I, typically in the order of a few minutes and 30 pA.With theknown
geometrical area A of the film and the known specific density p the
thicknessdcanbeestimated:

t/F p A.

(1)

There is little porosity and theirregularities onthesurfacehave
small dimensions as compared to the total thickness.We refer to the
Scanning Electron Micrographs and the discussion in the experimental
sectionofChapterIII.
d.theageingofthesilver iodidefilm.
In order to obtain a sufficiently crystalline Agi filmwith stable
properties, the electrodes were aged. This ageing was performed in a
solution of 10~3M KNO3and 10 - 4 MKI atatemperature of80 'C for60
to 80 hours. This procedure,which is known to yield Agi with reproducible properties as shown invarious colloid chemical investigations
[5],wasalsousedbyPeverelliandVanLeeuwen[2].
Freshly prepared electrodes showed alarger capacitance thanaged ones.
We conclude that the surface roughness is reduced by ageing. This is
probably duetoOstwaldripening (growthofthelargerirregularitiesat
theexpense of thesmaller ones,thus overallreducing the realsurface
area),coupledwithanincrease incrystallinity.
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2.Othermaterials.
Throughout thisstudythesupporting electrolytewas0.1 MKNOo.This
solution was made up with what is called Agl-water,prepared fromdemineralized water by slowly passing itthroughacolumnof precipitated
Agi. In this way any traces of surface active molecules, that tend to
adsorb onto Agi, are removed. KNO3 was dissolved in Agl-water and
stirred overnight at80 °Cinthedarkwith some silver iodideprecipitatetoremoveallsurfaceactivematerialfromthesaltsolution.After
filtering off the precipitate, the KNO3 solution was diluted to 0.1
molar. The nitrogen bubbling through the cell between experiments was
purifiedbysuccessivelypassingitthroughconcentratedHoSO^-andKOHsolutionsandbyleading itoveracoppercatalyst.
Theethyleneglycolusedwasreagentgradequalityandwasnotfurther
purified. The poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) used was a BASF commercial
product, having a molecular weight of approx.900,000.The poly(vinylalcohol) (PVA)used was from a sample prepared by Scholtens (batchB4)
[6]. It had a molecular weight of about 90,000, and contained 20%
acetategroups,inablockydistribution.
3.Therelaxationmeasurement,
a.thecell.
Abroadoutlineofthecellhasbeendescribed elsewhere [7].Wewill
give some more details here. The cell consists of a covered doublewalled glass vessel of approx.250ml volume,containing the solution,
two identical silver iodide electrodes,a gas inlet and a salt bridge
for contact with a reference electrode. It is shown in Fig.4. In the
relaxation experiments the two Agi electrodes are employed; for the
Potentiometrie determination of theAg or I activity in the solution
one of the Agi electrodes and a saturated calomel reference electrode
areemployed.Thesaltbridgeisaverticalglass tubewithaglassfrit
at the bottom.The bridge is filled with 0.1 M KNO,and leakage isas
smallas0.1 mlperday.Theelectric resistance ofthebridgeisafew
hundredkilo-ohms and itsapproximate value isexploited asa checkfor
good functioning. To avoid interference of e.g. diffusion potentials,
the Potentiometrie determination of [Ag+] or [I~]was calibrated with
solutions of known concentrations. Between subsequent relaxation
measurements thesolutionisstirredwithamagneticstirrer.Thecell
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-salt bridge

Agi electrodes

faraday
l u i u u u y cagetuyc-i

F i g . 4 . The c e l l .
is placed in a Faraday cage. Given the high concentration of inert
electrolyte, the position of the electrodes with respect to each other
isunimportant.
b.thecoulostatic impulsemethod.
The technique used to study the dynamics of the silver iodide/
solution interface is the coulostatic impulse method. This method is
chosenforitssimplicity ofinstrumentation,itsrelativeinsensitivity
to cell resistance and its capability of detecting rather fast
processes.
The coulostatic impulse method has been introduced independently by
Barker [8],Reinmuth [9] and Delahay [10];it was further developed,
e.g. in the field of electrode kinetics,byKooijman andSluyters [11]
andWeirandEnke [12].RecentlyVanLeeuwenhasreviewed themethodand
hasgivenfullaccountofitsspecialproperties [13,14].
The coulostatic method is based ona charge injection to theelectrode under study. The time scale is chosen so short that only the
electrical double layer capacitance is charged; the initial departure
fromtheequilibriumpotential issimplydeterminedby:

E e q =T)=Aq/C

(2)
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where E is the actual potential,E

the equilibrium potential, r\the

overvoltage,Aq theimpulse chargedensity andC thedouble layercapacitance. After cessation of the pulse, the overvoltage is observed at
open circuit.This decay represents the relaxation of the double layer
capacitance via thefaradaic (iontransfer)impedance.The decay signal
isrecorded,andcanbeanalyzed eitherdirectly intheovervoltage-time
domain,orintheimpedance-frequency domain.
Principally the setup consists of a high power pulse generator in
series with a resistance,and a fast voltage recording system [13],as
schematically pictured inFig.5.

±.

Fig.5.The

R

pulse
generator

T

n

JL

> v.

fast
voltage
recorder

principleofthe
coulostaticsetup.

cell

For a pulse to be really coulostatic, itmust be shortwith respectto
the relaxation times of the faradaic processes at the interface. The
coulostatic nature of the pulse can be checked by varying the load
resistance R and/or the pulse duration (with constant total charge),
which should havenoeffect on thedecay curve.Inourexperimentsboth
requirementswerefulfilled,
c.theinstrumentalsetup.
The instrumental setup isdisplayed inFig.6.Thecoulostaticcharge
pulse in our experiments originates from a Hewlett-Packard high power
pulse generator type214A.Any overshoot from the charging pulse inthe
decay signaliscancelledbythecircuitry: theoutputsignalisproportional to the potential difference between the cell and a compensating
resistance Rc.Before theexperimentR c is given theapproximate value
ofthetotalcellresistance RQ (whichincludessolutionresistance).
Thetransient isrecorded byaDatalabTransientRecorder,type
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pulse
generator
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"amplifier

oscilloscope

X
/

JL

transient
recorder

TR
\

DEC
computer
cell

dummy
cell

Fig.6.Theinstrumentalsetup.

DL905,andtransmitted throughafastdatalinetoaDEC-10computerfor
processing.Thesignalismonitoredbyanoscilloscope forvisualobservation. The timescale of the complete decay of the transients ranges
from0.1 to 1.0second.Themagnitudeofthechargepulseismeasuredby
monitoring the potential rise over aknown capacitance in adummy cell
as it results from a test pulse.The series resistanceR of thedummy
cell is identical to the series resistance of the cell,R Q .Thisvalue
is known with sufficient accuracy from the value of the compensating
resistanceRc.Theamount of charge injected issuch that theamplitude
of the disequilibration is always below 25 mV, which seems to be the
limitfortheregionoflinearity ofthepotential-current relation.For
more details the reader is referred to [13].The evaluation of the
kineticparameterswillbedescribed inchapterIII.
d.thetransformationofthesignal.
The signal from the relaxation apparatus described in the previous
sections is essentially a voltage-time signal. In order to facilitate
the analysis, the signal is transformed into an impedance- and/or
admittance-frequency spectrum.Thetransformationprocedureusedinthf°
study isthesameasdescribed byPeverelliandVanLeeuwen[7].
Inprincipleitispossible totransformaV(t)signalmadeupofndata
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points (V^ at time t^ to V n at time tn) to a complex impedance (or
admittance) spectrum with angular frequencies,rangeing from l/tn to
1/ti.TheimpedanceisgivenbyZ(co)=Z1- jZ",theadmittancebyY(w)
= Y'+ jY",where Z' and Y' are the real and Z"andY" theimaginary
componentsandj=/-l.And,ofcourse,Z(w)= 1/Y(w).
Theimpedanceisobtainedby [13]:

Z(u)=V(u>)/i(u)

(3),

where V(w) and ï(<d) are the Laplace transforms of overvoltage and
current respectively.The transform of thecurrent iisvery simplefor
thecoulostaticcase[13]:
ï((o)=ƒi(t)exp(-jtot)dt=ƒq6(t)exp(-jut)dt=q

(4)

withô(t)being theDiracdeltafunction.
ThetransformofV(t)isfoundbydescribing theovervoltage byalinear
combinationoftrialfunctionswithknowntransforms:

V(t)-Sc tft(t)

(5)

The coefficients c. are found by a computer fitting procedure using
least squares analysis;the time constants of the trial functions fj(t)
are chosen to be evenly spread over the timescaleof theV(t)signal.
The program uses three error functions and three exponential functions
as trial functions.The transform of the overvoltage follows from the
linearcombinationofthetransformsofthetrialfunctions:
V(to)=E c± fi(a))

(6)

Thecorrectness ofthetransformationprocedurewasverified byusing
different trial functions.The correctness of the whole method of obtaining impedance spectrawaschecked by theanalysis of dummy circuits
with resistances and capacitances of known magnitudes and by measuring
one or two sets of data with anA.C.bridge.Considering the levelof
experimentalerror,theresultswere satisfactory forthesecomparisons.
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ABSTRACT
The dynamic properties of the double layer at the Agl/solution interface arediscussed in terms of the
relation between Ag + interstitials in the Agi phase and the composition of the aqueous solution. Owing
to the relatively short relaxation time of the space charge in Agi. the capacitance of the double layer may
be regarded as a pure capacitance in the frequency range covered by the impedance measurements. Other
possible components of theinterfacial impedance arean ion-transfer resistance and aWarburg impedance
for transport of Ag + (or I" )in solution. The latter may exhibit a complicated frequency dependence due
to the roughness of the Agi surface. It is explained how in the past this complication has led to incorrect
interpretation of the impedance spectrum. Experimental impedance data have been obtained by the
coulostatic impulse technique. Different ways of impedance spectrum analysis are discussed, taking into
account the effect of surface roughness on the mass transport impedance. It is pointed out that the
analysis of the real and imaginary components of the admittance gives the best results.
From the present analysis it is concluded that interfacial ion transfer is fast, and that relaxation
processes are fully described by the double-layer capacitance and diffusional mass transport in solution.

INTRODUCTION

Electrode impedance analysis, as developed by, for example, Sluyters-Rehbach
and Sluyters [1], has been applied to the Agl/solution interface in a number of
studies [2-8]. Inpart, thesestudieswereaimed at elucidating the staticpropertiesof
the interfacial double layer, to allow independent verification of the surface
charge/potential relationshipasobtainedbyPotentiometrietitrations of suspensions
[9]Another objective has been thequantitative characterization of theinterfacial ion
transfer kinetics [6,7], which is required for describing double-layer relaxation
processes in an Agi sol [10,11]. These studies cover a wide frequency range,
including low frequencies where faradaic processesplay arole.
The Agl/solution system has some special features. First of all, the Agi surface
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has a certain degree of roughness, even in the case of carefully prepared film
electrodes[5].Secondly,theconductanceof theAgiissuch that aninterfacial charge
will be smeared out: the spacechargelayer [12].Themagnitude of thisspacecharge
is related to the activities of the electroactive species Ag+ and I" in the solution.
Thirdly, it iswellknown that the only mobilecharge carriersin the solid Agi phase
are the interstitial Ag+ ions [13].All of these aspects will be taken into account in
formulation of the equations and analysis of the impedance.
We feel the need to reconsider analysis methods, because those presented up to
now show unsatisfactory features. Firstly, the method based on separation of the
faradaic impedance suffers from methodical contradictions: the twocomponents are
not parallel in the graph, the two curves are not straight lines and the imaginary
curve does not go through the origin [6]. Secondly, a more involved admittance
analysis [8]isbased on a disputablecircuit description, i.e.it would hold for a redox
system with adsorption of the electro/«active species. Furthermore, it contains an
unrealistic Warburg impedance for mass transport in the solid Agi phase, and the
treatment of surface roughness isinconsistent with the experimental data.
In this article we will discuss several methods of analysis of the Agl/solution
interfacial impedance, illustrated by some data obtained by the coulostatic impulse
method [14]. More extensive results, including experiments on electrodes with
adsorbed small organic molecules and polymers,will be published in a forthcoming
article[15].
EXPERIMENTAL

TheAgi electrodesconsisted of aflat, thin layer (thicknessbetween 300and 1000
nm) of Agi, grown by reaction with iodine vapour (from an iodine solution in
ethanol), on a polished massive silver substratum. Scanning electron micrographs
showed that the Agi surface contained irregularities of the order of 300 nm. This
means that in the frequency range used (5...2000 rad s - 1 ) diffusion towards the
electrode surface can be considered diffusion to/from a plane. The electron micrograph is shown in Fig. 1. In the text these electrodes are referred to as "flat"
electrodes. Inclusion of ethanol was ruled out since Electron Backscattering experiments showed no sign of oxygen.
Electrodes having a deliberately rough surface were prepared by electrolytically
growing the Agi film on polished massive silver. The growing conditions were:
current density 4x 10~4 A cm - 2 , electrolyte 0.1 M KI. The calculated average
thicknessof theAgi film was3jum.After electrolysistheelectrodeswereaged for 72
h at 80°C at pi 4.A micrograph of this type of electrodeis shown in Fig.2. It can
be seen that considerable roughness is present, with an average grain size of ca. 3
/im.Wewillrefer to theseelectrodes as"rough".As thegrain sizeisin theorder of,
or even larger than, the average film thickness, the question arises whether the Ag
substratum is completely covered with Agi. Electron Backscattering experiments
showed that the whole surface was covered with Ag and I in equal amounts,
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Fig. 1. Scanning electron micrograph of an Agi electrode, grown from iodine vapour ("flat electrode").
The bar indicates 10 fim.

including the regions between the coarsest grains. This applied to both "flat" and
"rough" electrodes.
The equilibrium potential was adjusted by adding small amounts of either KI or
AgN0 3 solutions.
The relaxation technique used was the coulostatic impulse method. It has the
advantage over bridge impedance measurements of the absence of a contribution
from the series resistance ensuing from the solution or the solid state. It involves a
short (< 1 fis) charging impulse (applied to the two identical electrodes) and
subsequent measurement of the resulting potential/time transient. The data were
analysed after transformation of the transient into an impedance-frequency spectrum.Theexperimental setupwasessentially thesameasthat described earlier [6].It
has been shown before [4,6] that under the given conditions the Ag/AgI interface
does not contribute to the overall electrode impedance. For more detailed information on materials and methods the reader is referred to a forthcoming publication
[16].
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Fig.2.Scanningelectron micrograph of an electrolyticallygrownAgi electrode("rough electrode").The
bar indicates 10jim.

ELECTRODYNAMICS OFTHE Agl/SOLUTION INTERFACE

Between the two homogeneous phases an interfacial region exists, where the
properties differ from thosein the bulk phases. In the case under consideration, the
solid phase consists of silver and iodide ions in a crystal packing. At room
temperature the pure crystal has a Frenkel defect structure, i.e. equilibrium exists
between mobileinterstitial silverions(Ag*) and an equivalent amount of silverion
vacancies fJNx.*]-),

[Ag^f^Agr+K*]

(1)
+

where theleft-hand sidedenotes an Ag ion at a latticesite.Iodideionsin thesolid
are immobile.
When the solid is in equilibrium with an aqueous solution, the Agi crystal has
acquired a net charge, the sign and magnitude of which depend on the activitiesof
theconstituent Ag+ and I~ ionsin solution. Honigand co-workers[12]have shown
that thischargeispresent in the Agi phase as an excessof Ag* or VAg-, in a space
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Fig. 3. The potential profile across the Agl/solution interface. The charge-free layer adjacent to the
interface istheSternlayer.

charge region adjacent to the interface. The thickness of this part of the electrical
double layer wasestimated to be about 50nm[11].
Thus at the Agl/aqueous solution interface a situation exists that is sometimes
called adoublediffuse double layer (seeFig. 3).If, for example, the activity of Ag+
in solution is increased, the excess of Ag* in the solid increases, according to the
exchange equilibrium
Ag^ou, t»Ag^
solution Agi
phase
phase
Anychangeof theAg+ (orI~)activityin solutioniscoupled toachangeoftheratio
Agf/Y^*; that is,it affects the net charge on the Agi. The validity of this picture
has been•confirmed by experiments with doped silver halide crystals [12]. Apart
from thisvariable spacecharge inside theAgi solid, there may alsobe a permanent
charge in the surface layer of the Agi. This charge would be connected to the
solid-state properties of the outermost layer of the Agi phase, which would differ
from the bulk [12]. This charge is independent of the Ag + and I~ activities in
solution [17],and henceisof noconcerninimpedancestudieswhereonlychangesin
charge distribution are effective.
It is worthwhile noting that the Agl/solution interface is a non-polarizableone,
just likethemetal/metal ion electrodeinterface. Thismeans that any change of the
Ag + activity in solution leads to a corresponding change in the net charge on the
Agi, and a related change in the (reversible) interfacial potential difference. These
three parameters represent only onereal variable quantity, in contrast to the more
general situation of a redox couple Ox4- n e~*?Red, with Ox and/or Red being
surface-active. There one has two independent variables for the reversible case[18].
Thesituation at theAgl/solution interfaceisdynamic,sincethereisacontinuous

(2)
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exchangeof silver and iodideionsbetween thesolid and thesolution. In equilibrium
the net ionic current iszero; if the electrode is forced away from equilibrium, asin
therelaxation experiment, therewillbeanet flow of ionsinonedirection inorder to
restore equilibrium. Combining eqns.(1)and (2)gives:
[ A g : g I ] % A g ^ l n + [V Ag .]-

(3)

This is the process of net interfacial charge transfer with silver ions,and
[Agl^r^Agr+I-,,,

(4)

is the process of exchange with iodide ions in solution. The resemblance to the
metal/metal ion electrode interface is obvious. Equation (3) is analogous to Me£»
Me + + e~, with the silver vacancy playing the role of the electron in the Agi case.
EQUIVALENTCIRCUIT REPRESENTATION

Components ofthe impedance
The Agl/solution interface, as described in the previous section can be represented electrically by:
(a) A double-layer capacitance, C, depicting the accumulation of charge in the
doublelayer.Thisincludesthespacecharge layerin the solid and thediffuse double
layer extending into the solution (where interstitial silver ions and inert electrolyte
ions.are the main charged species, respectively). We may consider the complete
double-layer capacitance asapurecapacitancebecausetheprocessesof charging are
relatively fast compared to the timescale covered by our experiments. Charging of
the space charge layer is fast as a result of the relatively high conductivity and the
lowpermittivity of Agi [5].Thetimeconstant for thisdielectricrelaxation isca.10~8
s. Charging of the diffuse double layer is even faster:,ca. 10 - 9 s for an electrolyte
concentration of ca.0.1 M.
(b) Acharge-transfer resistance,6, reflecting the activation energy for transfer of
silver (or iodide) ions through the interface.
(c)A diffusional impedance, Z w , describing the transport of silveror iodide ions
in the solution. Due to the high excess of indifferent electrolytein the solution, the
transport numbers of silver and iodide are effectively zero, so theseions move only
as a result of a concentration gradient. For a flat surface thisprocess is represented
by the well-known Warburg impedance[19]:
Z w =( l - y ) a W - ] / 2

(5)

1/2

wherej = (—1) , w is the angular frequency, and aisgiven by:

0 < «(2z> I r v a (c.-r 1 *r/f 2
where D, and c, are the diffusion coefficient and solution concentration of ion /',
respectively, and R, T and F have their usual meaning. In the solid Agi phase the

(6)
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situation is quite different: the only mobile species is Ag,+(rAg-> - 1) [13], so the
electrical migration process isdominant and consequently therewill be no Warburg
behaviour.
In thecaseof bridge impedance measurements,a series resistance isnecessary to
account for the bulk resistance of the solution and/or solid phase. When the
coulostaticmethod isapplied, thereisno net current flowing through thecellduring
the actual measurement, so there is no need to consider the additional series
resistance[14].
Thecomplete equivalent circuit
A double-layer capacitance, a charge-transfer resistance and a diffusion impedance represent the electrical response of the Agl/solution interface. It has been
pointed out well enough [1,18,20] that for the reversible metal ion/metal electrode
the coupling of faradaic processes and double-layer charging results in impedance
equations corresponding to a Randies type of circuit. In this circuit the adsorption
term isincluded in the capacitive component in the form of a term d T / d £ . In the
previous section we explained that the Agl/solution interface obeys the same
principles,and thismeansaparallel configuration of thecapacitivebranch (incorporating the adsorption) and an ion-transfer ("faradaic") branch. The circuit is
illustrated in Fig. 4. Note that for an Agi particle in a suspension the interface is
isolated, and this means that the two branches are essentially in series. Contrary to
the caseof an electrode, thereisno external circuit and thedouble layer can only be
charged by ion transfer through the interface.
Pieper and De Vooys[4]and Peverelli and Van Leeuwen [6]have shown that the
Randies circuit is a useful tool to elucidate the interfacial behaviour of Agi in
aqueous solution. Others have added components or have modified the circuit.
Ladjouzi, for example, has added a surface diffusion impedance in his analysis of
AgCl/solution interfaces [21].Kvastek and Horvat [8]have seen reason to modify
the impedance to account for an adsorption step, using Timmer's [18] admittance

t-

C

e

zw

y

LC=D-AA^
ze=e

zw=o-poü)'1^

faradaic impedance ZF
Fig. 4. The Randies equivalent circuit for an electrode, with its different components and their
impedances.
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equationsfor thecaseof adsorption of electromactivespecies.However, theadsorption of Ag+ and I" ionsisalready accounted for by thecapacitance, aspointed out
above.
Impedance andadmittance equations
The impedance and admittance of the Randies circuit in terms of the three
constituents can be formulated as[1]:
(6 + au-i/2)-j[oC(e
"Randies

+ ou~i/2)2 + O<Q- 1 / 2 (1 + aai/2C)]

(l +o<J/2C)2 +U2C2(6 + ou-1/2)2
(e+oa-i'2)-jou-1'2

1

Randies

(e+aU-^2)2 +a2U 2 . . - 1

-juC

(7)

(8)

where./= (—1) 1/2 , and u is the angular frequency in rad s - 1 . Depending on the
conditions,eitherchargetransfer ormasstransport maybedominant in the faradaic
branch.Aswewillshow,thelatter caseismet in our experiments,and then Z and Y
reduce to:
(9)
Ye_0=(l-j)<J/2/2o-j*C
Figure 5 illustrates the Z'-Z" complex plane representation (open circles). In the
following wewill useZ ' and Y' for the real, Z " and Y" for the imaginary partsof
impedance and admittance.

-Z"

Fig. S. Impedance plane plot for the case where diffusion is dominant (6-»0). (O) Flat electrode
( — Randies,calculated); (•) roughelectrode, measured,/ R =5,/„= 3y.m.

(10)
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Surface roughness
The diffusion impedance used in the Randies circuit needs further attention: the
circuitandequationsgiven apply only toflatelectrodes. Wewillillustratethe problems
caused by surface roughness here,and describesomeconsequencesin more detail in
following sections.
The complications for the impedance caused by the roughness of the electrode
surface were recognized as early as about 30 years ago, when Lorenz [22] reported
frequency-dependent diffusion impedances for polycrystalline (rough) cadmium
electrodes. Some 10 years later, De Levie [23,24] discussed the same phenomenon
and warned against theinterpretation in termsofadsorption before thepossibilityof
surface roughness had been ruled out [25].Vetter described a similar frequency-dependent diffusion parameter for the case of small activecentres on a partly covered
metal electrode [26].The Warburg diffusion impedance is defined for semi-infinite
linear diffusion to or from a flat surface and the Warburg coefficient o, asgiven by
eqn.(6),corresponds to the flat surface area Ateom. If theelectrode surface is rough,
this only holds for low frequencies, when the diffusion layer thickness S, estimated
by (wD,/w)1/2, is large compared to the average size /R of the irregularities. This
holds for

««»A//£

(ii)

We denote the Warburg coefficient for low frequencies as aLF. For relatively high
frequencies (short timefor diffusion) thediffusion layer thicknessissmaller than the
size of the irregularities:
«*•»/>/#
(12)
and thelayer followsthewhole,rough, microscopicsurface, sothat a HF corresponds
to the microscopic surface area. The relation between the extreme casesis
°LF=/R°HF

(13)

with the roughness factor defined as
JV. = - ^ m i c r / - ^ g e o m

Three diffusion layer thicknesses and a schematic diagram of the surface roughness
are given in Fig. 6. In between the low and high frequency ranges the order of
magnitude of the diffusion layer thickness is comparable to that of the surface
irregularities. Calculations for this transition region are difficult to do because the
flux distribution is no longer homogeneous. The simple Warburg impedance is no
longer valid, and so the Randies circuit can no longer be applied [25]. For an
apparent Warburg coefficient, oapp, we expect, however, a smooth transition from
the high frequency to the low frequency situation.
It may be concluded that the applicability of the simple Randies circuit for the
analysis of the Agi/solution interfacial impedance depends on proper matching of
the frequency range and surface irregularities: the smaller / R , the higher the

V™)
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Fig. 6. Diffusion layer thickness and surface roughness; the diffusion layer thickness («+)is indicated for
high (
), middle (
) and low (
) frequencies.

frequencies thatcanbeanalysed.Ourexperimental resultssupport thisconclusion as
wewill showin the following sections.
ANALYSIS BASED ON THE RANDLES CIRCUIT

Impedanceand admittancespectrafor theAgl/solution electrodecanbeanalysed
in various waysbased on the Randies equivalent circuit:
(a)Rigorous impedancefit
The three components of the impedance Z (C, 6 and a), can be fitted to the
measured impedance spectrum according to eqn. (7). The procedure starts by
adopting values for thethreeparameters and searches for theminimum of the error
sumx 2 defined according to:
A—

=I(Z„,measured -7.*-j.calculated Y/

where i covers the angular frequencies measured. We usually have 25 separate
frequencies, ranging from 5 to 2000rad s _ 1 . We use this approach in combination
with a Newton-Raphson program on a DEC-10 computer. This method gives a
good fit, but in thecalculation quite someemphasisisput on the lower frequencies.
This results in somewhat higher C values than those obtained using other methods
(to be described below), and sometimes a charge-transfer resistance is found that
does not appear with other methods. In most cases,however, 6is found to bezero.
For an example of a measured curveand a set of calculated points seeFig.7.
We ascribe the non-systematic presence of 9 to experimental errors that may be
present especially in the low frequency range.Another confusing factor may be the

(15)
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Fig. 7. Impedancespectrum for theAgi/solution electrode, (•) measured, (O) calculated according to fit
(a). Parameters: 6«= 56 Qcm2, o = 3160 Qcm2 s _ 1 / 2 , C« 29 /«F c m - 2 ; inert electrolyte 0.1 M KN0 3 ;
angular frequencies are indicated.

influence of surface roughness on the Warburg coefficient, as described in the
previous section.As isillustrated in Fig.5,the shape of the Z'-Z" plot for a rough
electrode(filled symbols)differs from thespectrum of a flat one(open circles).If an
apparently flat electrodeexhibitsminor roughness, thefit to theRandies impedance
will be worse,but the Z'-Z" plot does not clearly show the(minor) deviations.All
the findings mentioned havekept usfrom tryingtoimprove therigorousfit method,
e.g. by applying weighting factors in theerror sum.
(b)Separation ofthefaradaic impedance ZF
Separation of thefaradaic and capacitiveparts of the impedance,asdescribed by
Peverelli and Van Leeuwen[6],isaniterativemethod. Itisbased on anestimateof C
and subsequent calculation of Z F from themeasured spectrum. For technical details
thereader isreferred toref.6.Themethod yields thereal and imaginary parts of Z F
(Z F and Z F , respectively),and these are plotted separately against w~1/2. Figure 8
showsan exampleof sucha Randiesplot.Bylinearregression, twostraight linesare
fitted to the data for Z F and Z F . The slopes of the two lines, which should be
identical, give a; the intercept of Z F is 6.This plot yields relatively stable ovalues,
although the plots are not always perfectly straight and parallel, and Z F does not
always pass through the origin. The resulting 6 values are unstable and their
dependence on Ag+ (or I") solution activity is casual, not systematic.They do not
coincide with the irregular 0 values obtained by method (a). We ascribe the
instability of this procedure to the fact that $ is sensitive to small changes in the
slope of the plot Weconclude that the 6values are not reliable, and we anticipate
that quite different 0's could be obtained if different analysis procedures or
modified equivalent circuits were applied. The resemblance between the o and C
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Fig. 8. Real andimaginary components of the Faradaicimpedance vs.u~l/2. pi- 4.5, inert electrolyte
0.1 MKNO,.

values from thismethod and those produced by theother methods described hereis
reasonable.
(cJ)Admittanceanalysis: realcomponent
From the admittance equation (8)it can be seen that:
a

,V2

Y'

•- 0« 1/2 + o+

2,.,-1/2
au

(16)

e+ ou-1/2

O./

/

u^/Y'
2o
1 __

?\

/
y
--'

120

b.

2°LF>

\ _ t

12°HF
Fig. 9. Plot of u1/2/Y' vs. u 1/2 for: (a) 9# 0 (
roughelectrodewhen/ R =6 and0« 0(

), (b) 0=0 ().

-) (both for flat electrode), (c)
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Fig. 10. Plotof « 1 / 2 / y ' vs.ui/2 for flat Agi electrodes.0.1 M KN03; pi valuesareindicated.

and a plot of the left-hand sidevs.w1/2 should either showan increasewith u, with
slope 6for higher frequencies, or a horizontal line with intercept 2a (when charge
transfer is negligible), respectively shown in Fig. 9, curves a and b. The graphs
obtained from our experimental data appear to beessentiallyhorizontal.Thereisno
trace of a significant contribution of 0 (see Fig. 10). The values for o are quite
reproducible and compare reasonably well with those calculated according to eqn.
(6).

25 100

30

40

Fig. 11. Plot of u}/2/Y' vs. 4>,/2 for electrolytically grown ("rough") Agi electrodes, pi values are
indicated;0.1 M KN0 3 .
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A serious complication inthis procedure iscaused bysurface roughness. If the
electrode surface possesses irregularitiesofthe orderofmagnitude ofthe diffusion
layer thickness, the plot should show thetransition from the low frequency (high
level)tothehighfrequency(lowlevel)valuefora.Thiswasdiscussedinapreceding
section andisillustrated in Fig.9,curve c.
To investigate this point we have studied electrodes with a high degree of
roughness (see the Experimental section and Fig. 2).InFig. 11 we present w 1 / 2 /5"
plots for severalpi's for these roughelectrodes. Especially atlow iodideconcentrations, where the faradaic relaxation takes place atthe lowest frequencies, the plot
decreasesstronglywithincreasingw.Theovaluesat thelowest u arecomparableto
thoseobtained for(essentially) flat electrodes.Combiningthesevalueswiththehigh
frequency limits according toeqn. (13) gives usa roughness factor of ca. 5. The
characteristic size of the irregularities, ca. 3jum, corresponds reasonably well with
the observation that thetransitionisin thefrequency region around 25 rad s - 1 .
This experimental evidence ontheeffect of electrode roughness in admittance
plots isinagreement with the work ofOomen [2].Hereported the surface of his
electrolyticallygrownAgielectrodestoberough,andestimatedanfK ofca.4,based
on capacitance measurements. From the rather few impedance data ofOomen we
calculatedul/2/Y' plots,whichclearlydecreaseasshown inFig.12. Unfortunately,
the frequency rangeistoo narrowtocover thewhole "roughness spectrum", sowe
cannot estimate theroughness factor from these data. In two recent publications
Kvastek and Horvat [8] described the impedance of a silver iodide electrode
consisting of electrolytically deposited Agi onaspherical silver substratum. They
presented strongly decreasing ul/2/Y' vs.w1/2 plots, which closely resemble our
resultsforroughAgi electrodesasshowninFig.11.Ourdirectcomparisonwithflat
Agi electrodes shows that thedecrease in ui/2/Y' with increasing frequency is

100

150

JVs-"2

Fig. 12. Plot ofw , / 2 / y ' vs. w ,/2 . (•) Calculated from the data ofOomen [2],angular frequencies are
indicated; (O)result of best fit tothedata of Oomen using theRandies circuit (forflatsurface),
parameters:0 - 0 Ocm2, a-1340Q cm2s~ , / 2 , C«23fiFcm~ 2 .
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caused byroughnesseffects. The analysis showsequally wellthat flat Agi electrodes
behave according to the Randies circuit with 8=0.The resemblance between the
behaviour of u 1 / 2 / y ' for a rough electrode and its behaviour in the caseof specific
adsorption of electro/«active species [1],is accidental.
We conclude that plotting « 1 / 2 / y as a function of w ,/2 is a helpful device for
calculating theWarburg coefficient, and it alsoprovides uswith a check on surface
roughness.
(c2)Admittanceanalysis: imaginary component
From eqn. (8)it follows that:
y"/—

;

+C

(17)

»(ê +ou-Wf +o*
If 6isnon-zero, the graphs of Y"/u vs.w _ ] / 2 should showan upward tendency in
the high frequency region. In practice this never occurred, which we consider
evidence for theinsignificance of 6values produced by other methods,e.g. (a) and
(b). If 8isnegligibleeqn. (17)reduces to:
y " / « =« - 1 / 2 / 2 o + C

(18)
1/2

Sofor 8= 0 theplot of Y"/u vs.«~ isa straight linewith intercept Cand slope
(2o) _1 . Experimentally,thepredicted straight lineswereusuallyobtained,with quite
stable and reproducible a and C values.A few examples are given in Fig. 13.The
capacitance values compare well to those obtained by method (b). The agreement
with capacitances from titration experiments is father good, as we will illustrate
elsewhere [IS]. Furthermore, the o values are close to those resulting from the
analysisof therealadmittance,soweconcludethat thecombined analysisof thereal
and imaginary admittance is a consistent method for the interpretation of our Agi
impedance data.
As expected, the Y"/u plot is seriously influenced by surface roughness, as can
be seen in Fig. 14, showing this plot for a pair of rough electrodes. The graph is
curved due to the transition from o HF to higher values of a,eventually reaching the
value of oLF. A quantitative interpretation of these curved Y"/u plots is not yet
available.Weagreewith DeLevie'sstatement that theRandiescircuit isnot obeyed
in the frequency region where the diffusion layer thickness and the "pore" size are
of the sameorder of magnitude [25].
Asafirst approach,weassumeavery simpleexpression for the frequency-dependent Warburg coefficient, describing qualitatively the S-shapeof theul/2/Y' plots:
O ( < O ) = ( 1 + / R - « R A > ) / ( 1 + «RA>)

wR«=wD,//R isthecharacteristicangular frequency which isrelated tothesizeof the
irregularities according to S« / R . The plot of Y"/u vs.« _ 1 / 2 for frequency-dependent a values, calculated by substituting eqn. (19) into eqn. (18), shows a com-

(19)
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Fig. 13. Plot of Y"/u vs. u~1/7 for flat Agi electrodes. 0.1 M KN0 3 ; pi values are indicated.
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Fig. 14. Plot of Y"/<•> vs.u~l/1 for arough electrode,experimental,pi = 5.1,0.1 M K N 0 3 , ƒ„ = 5, /„ = 3
jim, angular frequencies are indicated.
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Fig. 15. Plot of Y"/u vs. fa>_1/2 for a rough electrode, calculated according to eqn. (16). Parameters:
w R = 10 s" 1 , o H F = 1100 Ocm2 s _ 1 / 2 , C = 35 f»F c m " 2 , / „ - 5 . 0 .

plicated shape.In Fig.15it can beseen that theslopegradually changes overawide
frequency range.
Returning to our experimental data (Fig. 14),wecan givethe following explanations. Thelow-frequency part of theplot cannot be used for theevaluation of anyo
value, since it represents some transition region between high and low frequency
limiting behaviour. Thehigh frequency part tends to a straight line, but wefound it
risky to extract C and o values. Practically, this curve has a diagnostic value, being
indicative of interference from surface roughness.
CONCLUSIONS

Methodofanalysis
The assessment of different methods of analysing Agi/solution impedance spectra allows us to draw somepertinent conclusions:
Therigorousimpedancefit (method a) suffers from low transparency. The Z'-Z"
plots for different values of the parameters are not easily distinguishable. The
method is numerical by nature, not very suitable for visual examination. This
method does not allow easy recognition of surface roughness as a complicating
factor and this may lead to erroneous conclusions. For an Agi electrode it yieldsC
valueswhich are toohigh and non-zero6valueswhich arenot systematically related
to experimental conditions.
Thefaradaicimpedance method(b) exhibits low transparency, like method (a),
because of the involved iteration procedure. It suffers from apparent systematic
errors, and produces unstable and erroneous values for the kinetic parameter 6.
The admittance analysis (c) has the advantage that it can easily be visualized. If
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charge transfer resistance contributes significantly, it can clearly be detected in the
real component.The effect of surface roughness,which isacrucial aspect of theAgi
electrode impedance, is clearly shown by both the real and imaginary component.
The combined analysis of Y' and Y" yields stable and reproducible aand Cvalues.
Our ultimate conclusion on the methods is that for the Agi electrode the
admittance analysis is to be preferred over impedance analysis. The simultaneous
analysis of the spectra of Y' and Y" provides consistent results and allows a clear
diagnosis of effects related to surface roughness, especially in the absence of
charge-transfer resistance.
Electrodynamics of theAgi/ aqueous solution interface
The results mentioned aboveallowus to draw thefollowing conclusions concerning the Agi/solution interfacial impedance.
The roughness of the Agi electrode surface may seriously complicate the impedance spectrum, especially as regards the mass transport impedance. Hence the
preparation and characterization of the electrode (surface) is important. In the
frequency rangewheretheeffective diffusion layer thicknessfor masstransport toor
from the solution has the same order of magnitude as the dimensions of the
irregularities on the rough Agi electrode surface, the Warburg impedance shows a
transition. At the high frequency side of this transition the Warburg parameter is
related to the real, microscopic surface area, and at the low frequency side it is
related to the geometric surface arear^
The electrodynamics of the Agl/solution interface arecompletely described by a
double-layer capacitance and a diffusional impedance, the interfacial ion transfer
being fast. The double-layer capacitance valuesensuing from our experiments agree
reasonably well with those obtained from titration experiments. For flat electrodes
the diffusion parameter is close to values calculated from semi-infinite diffusion
equations. For rough electrodes the low frequency diffusion parameter is in agreement with the values calculated from these equations when the geometric surface
area is taken into account.
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ChapterIV.

ELECTRODYNAMICSOFTHEAgl/SOLUTIONINTERFACE.
EFFECTOFSOLUTIONCOMPOSITIONANDOFADSORBEDPOLYMER.*

1.Abstract.
It is shown that over awide potential range the impedance of the
Agl/aqueous solution interface can be represented by a parallel
arrangement of a double layer capacitance C and a diffusion impedance
Zy.The validity of this scheme is neither affected by theadditionof
ethyleneglycol tothe solution,nor by thepresence ofadsorbed polymer
at the interface.Values forC obtained fromanalysis of theelectrode
impedance spectrum comparewellwith those obtained fromPotentiometrie
titrationsofsuspensions.Foraqueous solutions Z„isidentifiedasthe
Warburg impedance for semi-infinite linear diffusion ofAg orI-ions,
although forI theagreement betweenmeasured and calculated valuesis
less than for Ag .In the presence of ethyleneglycol and the polymers
PVA and PVP,C is reduced. In the presence of adsorbed polymers Z w is
increased, expecially at relatively negative potentials. These results
are discussed intermsof the structure of the interfacial doublelayer
andtheadsorbed polymerlayer.

2.Introduction.
Thestudyofelectrodynamics ofsolid/liquid interfaceshasattracted
attention for various reasons, among which is its impact on colloid
stability. This latter interest is raised by the important question,
whether the collision of two colloidal particles in a sol takes place
underconditionsofconstantpotentialorofconstant charge [1,2].The
former caserequires complete relaxation of theelectrical coublelayer
at theparticle/solution interface during thecollision; the lattermay
be applicable if charge transfer and/or mass transport processes are
slowcompared tothedurationofthecollision.

Submitted forpublicationinJ.Electroanal.Chem.,incoauthorshipwith
BertH.Bijsterbosch andHermanP.vanLeeuwen.
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Incolloidchemicalstudies,especiallysilveriodidehasextensively
been used as a model system. Suspensions aswell as electrodes canbe
prepared with reproducible properties [3, 4 ] . Another reason for
studying silverhalide is thatitselectrical properties have practical
relevance for photography, where silver halide (mostly bromide)
particles are the light sensitive elements. For this application the
adsorption of organic material is of great importance: stabilizer,
sensitizer and dye molecules are adsorbed on the particles to enhance
stability andsensitivity,inordertoimprovethespectralresponseand
toenablecolourphotography[5].
A lot ofwork has been done with suspensions of Agi,mainly inthe
formoftitrationexperiments.Theseexperimentsprovidesurfacechargepotential relations, which subsequently can be converted into
capacitance-potential dependencies.Among these studies are thosewhere
organicmaterialwaspresentattheinterface,eitherassmallmolecules
like alcohols [6,7 ] ,or as large polymer molecules [8,9 ] .Thenature
of titration experiments is static, in the sense that themeasurements
ultimatelyprovidedataunderequilibriumconditions.
The study of silver iodideelectrodes inaqueoussolutioncanreveal
electrodynamic properties, such as parameters of ion transfer kinetics
[10,11,12,13].Moreover,thedoublelayercapacitance canbeinferred
asafunctionofthepotential [14],whichisaninteresting alternative
for obtaining the capacitance-potential relation from titration
experiments.Up till now thedynamic experiments on silver iodide have
been confined to cases inwhich no organic materialwas present atthe
interface.
A number ofauthors havedescribed thepreparationandcharacterizationofsilveriodideelectrodes [4,12,14].Recentlywehaveshownhow
to prepare electrodes which are sufficiently flat to avoid problems
related tosurfaceroughness.Theimpedance spectrumoftheseelectrodes
was showntobehave according toaRandies typeofcircuit [15],includingaWarburg diffusion impedance representing the transport ofAg or
I-ions in solution,and adouble layer capacitancewhich incorporates
theadsorptionofAg orI - .The interfacial transfer of theseionswas
shown to be fast on the timescale of ourmeasurements,whichwentdown
to0.5 msec[15].
Inthispaperwewillpresentdataonthediffusionparameterandthe
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doublelayercapacitanceobtainedwithAgielectrodesinaqueous (mostly
0.1 M)KNOo solutions,with orwithout organicmolecules beingadsorbed
on the electrode surface.Adsorbed substanceswere ethyleneglycol(EG),
asanexample ofasmall surface activemolecule,and thepolymerspoly
(vinylalcohol) (PVA)and poly (vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP), as examples of
stronglyadsorbing largemolecules.TitrationdataonthesystemsEG/AgI
[6], PVA/AgI [8] and PVP/AgI [9] are also available, so that a
comparison of the capacitance data will be possible.The consequences
for colloid stability will be dealt with in a forthcoming publication
[16].

3.Experimental.
a.experimentalsetupandAgielectrodes.
The cellwasadoublewallpyrexvesselwith inlets fornitrogen,a
saltbridge (connected toareferenceelectrode)andtwoAgielectrodes.
Thecellwaskeptat25+0.2"Candwasplaced inaFaraday cage.Essentially, thewhole setup was the same as described byPeverelli andVan
Leeuwen[10].
Each of the Agi electrodes consisted of a flat thin layer of Agi,
grown by reaction of a massive polished silver substratum with iodine
vapour inair (from a iodine solution inethanol)at roomtemperature.
AftercompletionoftheAgilayer,theelectrodeswereaged for72hours
at 80"C in a solution of 10~3 M KNO3 and 10~ 4 M KI. The average
thickness of the films ranged from 300 to 1000 nm. Scanning electron
microscopy revealed the surface of the film to contain irregularities
withmagnitudesupto300nm.Itwasverified byElectronBackscattering
analysis, that the whole electrode surface was covered with Agi, even
between the coarsest grains.The microstructure of theAgi surfacewas
displayed inaprevious paper [15].There itwasalso shownthatinthe
frequency rangeused (5

2000rad sec ),these electrodes behaveas

flat electrodes.For more details on the preparation of the electrodes
werefertoaforthcomingpublication[16].
Thepotential of theAgi electrodeswith respect tothesolutionwas
adjusted by adding small amounts of either KI orAgNOß solutions.The
relation between concentration and cellpotentialwas calibrated inthe
—2
—5
+
—
—5
rangeof10 to10 molarAg orI.Forconcentrationsbelow10 the
obtained calibration lines were extrapolated. It may be worthwhile
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emphasizingthatcellpotentialE,iodideconcentrationc(I)andsilver
concentration c(Ag) together represent only one variable [3].The
equilibriumpotentialisrelated totheAg activity a(Ag)by:
E=E°+ (RT/F)Ina(Ag+)

(1)

or

=c<° + (RT/F)Inc(Ag+)-E'°-(2.3RT/F)pAg

(2)

whereE'°=E°+ (RT/F)Infandfistheactivity coefficient.Since
the equilibrium concentration of iodide ions is determined by the
solubility product L and the silver concentration, the latter equation
isequivalent toE=E"°- (2.3RT/F)pi,
withE"°=E'°+ (RT/F)InL.
We have taken the capacitance of the Agi electrode in 0.1MKNO3
solutionatpAg=10asareferenceforestimating theroughnessfactor,
fR, the ratio between the real and geometric surface area.Under these
conditions the slope of the capacitance versus potential curves is
minimal according to most authors [6, 14, 10, 11, 17].Besides, the
concentration determination around pAg 10 ismore reliable than around
pAg 8 (I =10

vs10 ) .Agreement with literature data isbest,when

fR is assessed at 1.5. This approach is reasonable,as illustrated by
the fact that Peverelli and Van Leeuwen [14] estimated the same value
forelectrodesofcomparabletype.

b.chemicals.
Allsolutionsweremadeupof"Agl-water",producedbyslowlypassing
demineralized water through a column of precipitated Agi. This process
served to remove any surface active substances still present in the
water.Carewasalsotakentoremoveadsorbable substances fromthesalt
used tomakeuptheelectrolytesolutions.
Silver nitrate,potassium iodide and ethyleneglycol were of reagent
grade quality and were used without further purification. The poly
(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) used was a BASF product, with an average
molecular weigth of about 900,000.The poly (vinylalcohol) (PVA)was a
sample prepared by Scholtens [18].It had amolecular weight of90,000
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andcontained 20%acetate groups inablocky distribution (about3to5
acetateestergroupsinasequence).
Thenitrogen,bubbling through thecellsolutionbeforeexperiments,
was freed from traces of oxygen. During the actual measurement a
nitrogenatmospherewasmaintained.
c.adsorptionofpolymers.
The coverage of theAgi electrode surfacewith polymer was carried
out before experiments were started. During some 20 minutes theelectrodeswere immersed ina1000ppmpolymer solution.Subsequently,they
werecarefully rinsedwithAgi-waterandplaced inthecell.
Theadsorptionofpolymermolecules isknowntobealmostcompleteat
the employed concentration. Koopal [8] reported a coverage of Agi as
highas85%forPVAatmuchlowerconcentrations.Thedegreeofcoverage
is limited by mutual steric hindrance of the polymer segments (trains)
only, so for our experiments we may countwithacoverage of theorder
of90%.Theadsorbed amounts canbeexpected tobeabout0.8mgm
PVA, [8]and 0.5 mg m

for

forPVP [9],where itshould benoted,thatin

the estimation of these numbers the specific surface area as inferred
fromthecapacitanceistakenintoaccount [8].For theselargepolymers
itisknown,that themolecules,onceadsorbed,arebound firmlytothe
surface,sothattheycannotbewashed offwithwater [19].Thereforeit
wasnotnecessary thatthecellsolutioncontained anypolymer.Thishas
theadvantage thatcontaminationofthecellbylargeamountsofpolymer
isavoided.
d.measuring techniqueandanalysisprocedure.
Impedances were measured with the coulostatic impulse method. It
involved ashort (<microsec)charging impulse applied to twoidentical
electrodes, and subsequent measurement of the resulting potential/time
transient.Theimpedance-frequency spectrumwasthenobtained byLaplace
transformation of the transient [20]. The electrical setup and the
transformation procedure were essentially the same as described by
PeverelliandVanLeeuwen[10].
The impedance-frequency spectrumwas analyzed interms oftheadmittance(Y),splitupintoitsreal(Y')andimaginary (Y")components.If
the interfacial ion transfer reaction is fast, so that the transfer
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resistance canbeignored,theadmittance is [21,22]:

Y=(1-j)J* j ^ -juC

(3)

w h e r e j=(-l) , <*> the angular frequency i n r a d / s e c , a the W a r b u r g
coefficient a n dC thedouble layer c a p a c i t a n c e . T w ospecial a d m i t t a n c e
functions a r eused intheanalysis :

(4)

rr-2«
and

2 a

0)

+C

(5)

A plot of ur/Y' versus w* thus should provide a horizontal line with
value 2 a. In Fig. 1. a few affirmant experimental examples are
displayed,obtained fortwopAg's,bothforthe 'clean'electrodeand
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for one with adsorbed PVP. The plot of Y"/u versus u* shows the
predicted straight linewith slope 1/2aand intercept C,asexemplified
inFig.2.
These results show that the relatively simple scheme comprising a
diffusional (masstransport)impedanceandadoublelayercapacitancein
parallel also applies when adsorbed polymer is present at the
Agl/solution interface. The arguments given in [15] in favour of
analysing theimpedance intermsof eq(4)and (5)are stillvalid,thus
justifying thisanalysisprocedurethroughout thisstudy.

4.Resultsanddiscussion.
a.KNOßsolutions
Fig. 3. shows the differential double layer capacitance C of the Agi/
aqueous solutioninterfaceasafunctionofpAgfor0.1and0.01MKNOo.

U-

pAg
Fig.3.Differentialdoublelayercapacitance oftheAgi/
solutioninterfacevspAg.Temperature25°C.
• and(-

-):0.1MKNO3.Aand(-

-):0.01MKNO3.
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Inthegraph for0.1 Mwedistinguish threeregions:1.arelatively
sharpriseforpAg>12,2.asharpriseforpAg<6,3.aratherflatcurve
between pAg12and6.Thegeneraloutline of this capacitance-potential
dependency iswellknown [10,11]. Intherangeof lowconcentrationsof
potentialdetermining ions,saybetweenpAg6and12,thecapacitanceis
roughly constant. This is in agreement with the following, rather
simple, picture of the double layer: a. in 0.1 M 1-1 electrolyte the
double layer capacitance is predominantly governed by the Stern layer,
b. theStern layer capacitance behaves asaplate capacitor: itsthickness and dielectric constant being nearly independent of the potential
differenceorthechargedensity.
Outside this region the capacitance depends onthepotential.Itis
knownthatforpAgbelow5thecapacitance islowerin0.1MKF solution
than in 0.1 M KNOo solution [3].As fluoride is considered to be
practically non-adsorbing, the rise of C can be attributed to thecoadsorptionofnitrateatlowpAg [3].Thisspecificadsorptionofanions
facilitates the adsorption of Ag , thus leading to apparently high
charges. This picture is confirmed by the observation that in this
potential region the electrophoretic mobility is rather low, and sols
are relatively unstable [3],considering the apparently high surface
chargedensities.Notethatinstudiesondispersions thesurfacecharge
isevaluated fromthevariationinthedifferenceinadsorbedamountsof
AgN03 andKI.
At pAg>12 the rise of the capacitance must be attributed to coadsorption of cations.This is in linewith the observation that there
is a lyotropic effect on the capacitance fornegatively charged silver
iodide [3,23,24,25]. Rb ions with higher polarizability and lower
degree of hydration give a considerably higher C than Li ions. This
points towardsspecificadsorptionasthecauseofthelyotropiceffect.
Adetailed studyofdoublelayerpropertiesofAgiinwaterandEG-water
mixtures has shown the specific adsorption of K at negative surfaces
[26]. We have checked the influence of adsorbing ionsbyafewexperiments with Tl ions, which are known to adsorb strongly. Addition of
0.001 MTINO,(to0.1MKNOo)resulted inanincreaseofthecapacitance
byafactoroftwointhepAgrangebetween10and11.5.
For 0.01 molar KNOo (the dashed curve in Fig. 3) the shape is
somewhat different: 1. for pAg>ll the curve continues to decrease.2.
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for4<pAg<6 thecapacitance is lower than for0.1 M,butnearpAg4the
rise is very steep again. 3. between pAg 6 and 11 the curve for 0.01
molarcoincideswiththeonefor0.1 M.
Thedifferencesbetweenthetwoionicstrengthsoccurwhere the0.1 M
curve isbending upward. The lower capacitances for 0.01 M ascompared
to those for 0.1 M at pAg<6 may originate from a less pronounced coadsorption of nitrate in the case of 0.01 M. Another possible explanation is that the relative importance of the diffuse part of the
double layer around pAg 5.5 for 0.01 M salt is greater than it isfor
0.1 M.Thediffuse double layer capacitance has theshape ofaparabola
with the minimum at the p.z.c. The contribution of the diffuse
capacitance might be seen in the lowered capacitance around pAg 5.5.
Experiments in0.001 MKNO3haveshowntheexistenceofaminimumatthe
p.z.c. [14],resulting from thecomplete dominance of thediffuse layer
atthislowelectrolyteconcentration.Inourexperiments itsinfluence,
however,issmall.
The decrease for pAg>ll may be explained by the less complete
screening of the surface charges, as compared to'0.1 M. As [K] is
lower, co-adsorption is lower. The interaction of negatively charged
sites at high surface charge densities may hinder the charge to
increase, so the capacitance decreases.The same effect is seen inthe
charge-potentialcurves,which tendtoleveloffaroundpAg11[3].
In Fig. 4. we present our data, together with those obtained from
coulostaticpulse transientsbyPeverelli etal. [10,11],dataofDeWit
[6]obtained by titrationexperiments,and ofEngel [17]andPieperand
DeVooys [14]frombridgeimpedancemeasurements.TheKNO3concentration
was always 0.1 M.Literature data are pictured by symbols only forthe
sake of clarity. Qualitatively our results agree with literature
capacitance data,quantitatively there are some differences.Itmustbe
stressed here that problems in estimating the roughness factor (electrodes) or the specific surface area (sols) cause inaccuracies in the
scalingofthedata.
The differences between our results and those of Peverelli et al.
originate from the somewhat different analysis of the relaxation data.
At low and high pAg values the faradaic impedance hasvery lowvalues.
If the faradaic analysis procedure is used this will decrease the
accuracy ofthecapacitance evaluation,becauseofitsmoreinvolved
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50r

£ 40

pAg
Fig.4.DoublelayercapacitancevspAg.Electrolytefor
allexperiments:0.1MKNO3.

• Peverellietal.[10];

• Pieperetal.[14];xDeWit [6];oEngel [17];(

)thiswork.

naturecompared tothe(total)admittanceanalysiswehaveapplied.
Most striking difference between our results and titration data is
the slow decrease of Cwith increasing pAg inthemiddle region,where
our C is nearly constant. As mentioned, for pAg>12 and 6>pAg>4,our
results for 0.01 M show a lower capacitance than for0.1 M. InFig.5,
the same tendency is seeninthedataofPeverelli etal.;however,the
data completely coincide intheregion frompAg5.5 to 12.5on.Forthe
range of pAg6 to 10thesameapplies aswith0.1M: smalldifferences
between Engel's work and that of Pieper et al. and this work must be
attributed touncertaintiesinestimating theroughnessfactor.
InFig.6.thelogoftheWarburg coefficient aisplottedvspAgfor
both electrolyte concentrations. Three different regions can be
observed: 1.for pAg>10.5 log a decreases with increasing pAg.Around
pAg 11the0.01molar curve liesabove the0.1Monebut thedifference
gradually disappears towards higher pAg; 2. from pAg 6 on log a
decreases sharplywithdecreasing pAg,and thecurves for the twoelectrolytesoverlapalmostcompletely;3.frompAg 10to6.5 log afor0.1
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E 40

Fig.5.Double layercapacitancevspAg. •Peverellietal.[11];
x Pieper et al. [14];A Engel [17]; (
periments:electrolyte0.01MKNO3,except(

) this work; All ex)thiswork,0.1M.

M KNO3 is almost invariable,whereas the 0.01 M curve slowly decreases
fromthehigher values around pAg 10towards theoverlapwith the0.1M
plotintheregionbelowpAg7.
In Fig.7.we compare our results for theWarburg coefficient with
those from literature. Comparison can also be made to a values
calculated fromsemi-infinitelineardiffusiontheoryaccordingto:

J

i

F2

.

R T
,,^*
'i v i'

whereR,T andFhave their usualmeaning,andc^and DJ aretheconcentration and the diffusion coefficient of ion i (here Ag or I - )
respectively.InFig.7.thedashed lineattheleftsiderepresents a's
calculated for iodide diffusion, the one at the right those for silver
diffusion.
BetweenpAg6and4theexperimentaldataareinreasonableagreement
withequation (6).Thisholds forours aswellas thoseofPeverelliet
al.in0.1 and0.01M [10,27],andthoseofKvastekandHorvat in0.01M

(6)
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Fig.6.Warburgparameter avspAg.
# and(

-)0.01MKNO3.

)0.1MKN0 3 , Aand(-

KNO3 1 12 > 13 1* W e

note that the

original data of Kvastek et al. (inQ

sec*)werenormalized to Qsec*cm .Alternatively onemight takethe
low frequency values from their u^/Y* plots.This procedure provides a
more correct measure for the diffusion parameter,aswe have explained
elsewhere [15].However, if log a is taken from the u^/Y' plots,the
overallcomparisonremainsroughlythesame.
For pAg>ll, the agreement between experiments and theory is less
satisfactory, although log a decreases systematically with increasing
pAg(»increasingI concentration).
In the region between pAg 6and 10 a isnearly independent ofpAg.
The reason for this descrepancy may be that parameters describing
diffusion,being afaradaicprocess,cannot bemeasuredwith sufficient
accuracy in this low concentration range. Another cause for the
deviation could have been the presence of pseudopotential determining
ions, such as Pb 2 + , Cd 2+ or Cu 2 + . By a few DPASV (DifferentialPulse
Anodic Stripping Voltammetry)experimentswehaveestablished thelevel
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of contaminants of the solutions used. The level found could only partly
explain the plateau in the log a curve.

logo

Fig. 7. Warburg parameter o"vs pAg.
• Peverelli et al. [10],0.1 M KNO3, APeverelli [27],0.01 M KNO3.
o Kvastek et al., recalculated from [13],0.01M KNO3.
(
(

) this work, 0.1 M KNO3. (

) this work 0.01 M KNO3,

) calculated with eq.(3).

b. water-ethyleneglycol mixture.
In Fig. 8. we show capacitance data obtained for a water EG-mixture
with Xg G =0.1. The general shape of the plot is similar to the EG-free
curve, but both for pAg>12.5 and for pAg<6.5 a reduction of C is
observed. Direct comparison between De Wits data [6] and our results in
the range between pAg 7 and 5 gives close agreement at pAg 5, less
agreement at pAg 6, and again better agreement at pAg 7. It should be
noted that De Wits curves for EG-free solutions (0.1 M KNO3) show the
same trend, as can be seen in Fig. 4.
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E 40

u.

Fig.8.Double layercapacitancevspAg.
oDeWit [6];(

)thiswork,both0.1 MKNO3.

ADeWit [6]; Athiswork,both0.1MKNO3andX E G

0.1.

An overall reduction of the capacitance is generally found when
alcohols are adsorbed on silver iodide [3],and it also holds for the
system EG-silver iodide, as described by DeWit [6].It has also been
explained that thedecrease ofCgenerally has twocauses [3].Firstly,
the Stern capacitance decreases because of the decreasing permittivity
and an increasing Stern layer thickness. Secondly, the tendency of
counterions toget very close to the interface will bereduced because
of the lower permittivity, i.e. the degree of (specific) co-adsorption
isreduced.DeWithasconcluded thatinthecaseofEG/AgItheincrease
oftheSternlayerthickness isthemostimportant factor[6].
The difference between solutionswithandwithoutEGwithrespectto
öishardly significant.We conclude thatdiffusion insolution isonly
little influenced,which isinaccordancewith the fact that thechange
oftheviscosity andtheconductance isnotmorethanafactoroftwo[6]
forthechangefromwater towater-EGwith X E Q = 0 . 1 .
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Ë

40-

u

pAg

Fig.9.DoublelayercapacitancevspAg.(g and (
A and(-

-)nopolymer.

)adsorbedPVA (M9*104).
-)adsorbedPVP (M9*105).Electrolyte0.1MKNOj.

c.interfacewithadsorbedpolymer.
The change in the capacitance due to polymer molecules adsorbed on
the electrode surface ismuch more drastic than forEG.Ascanbeseen
in Fig. 9., for both polymers the capacitance is lowered over the
complete potential range.In themiddle region the level isreducedby
some20to30%.ForpAg>12 inthepresence ofPVP theriseofCismuch
smaller than without polymer; with adsorbed PVA there is hardly any
increaseatalluptopAg13.5.At thelowpAgside,therisebeginsat
higherAg concentrations thanintheabsence of adsorbate;forPVAthe
curve is below that for the plain electrolyte solutionup topAgabout
3.5;withPVPthecurveisloweruptopAg4.3.
In Fig. 10.we compare our results for PVA with those obtained by
Koopal [8] from titration of Agi suspensions. The graph shows less
reductionofCbyPVAinourdatathaninthoseofKoopal,butthe
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Fig.10.DoublelayercapacitancevspAg.

oKoopal,nopolymer,

— ) thiswork,nopolymer.

calculated from [8]. (—
_2
AKoopal,0.5 mgPVAm ,calculated from[8].
| and (

) ,PVAadsorbed,thiswork.

Allexperimentselectrolyte0.1MKNO,.

generaltrendisthesame.Thereasonforthequantitativedifferenceis
not clear.InKoopal's experiment the adsorbed amount ofPVA 13-88was
0.5 mg m

(based on the capacitance specific surface area). Whenmore

PVAwasadded,thecapacitancewasnot reduced any further,whichisin
agreement with conditions of almost complete coverage. Koopal has
ascribed the reduction of C to either a reduction of the relative
(static) permittivity of the Stern layer, or a change in specific
adsorption of electrolyte ions. We might add that an increase of the
Stern layer thickness resulting from polymer adsorption, would also
decreasethecapacitance.
A similar trend showsupinthecomparisonofdataonadsorbedPVP.
Fig. 11.displays ourdataand titration data ofVanderSchee [9].His
curve for the polymer-free case isat the same levelasours,although
towardslowpAgitascendsmorethanours.ForpAg4.5 to6ourPVPdata
areveryclosetohis,whereasforpAgabove8VanderSchee'svalues
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o

Fig.11.DoublelayercapacitancevspAg.
oVanderSchee,nopolymer,calculated from[9].
(

) ,thiswork,nopolymer.

AVanderSchee,PVPadsorbed,calculated from[9].
i and (

) ,thiswork,PVPadsorbed.

Allexperiments electrolyte0.1MKNO3.

aremany times lower thanourvalues.Part of thedifference isrelated
to the fact that the titration method is less accurate for pAg>10,
whereas our experiments give more accurate results for pAg from 10 to
13.5.Principally thesameapplies tothelowpAgpart.
Our measurements show the reduction of C to be lesswith PVP than
withPVA,soeitherPVPhaslessinfluenceondoublelayer structure,or
itslowerimpactissimplyduetoaloweradsorbedamount.Especiallyat
pAg<5,PVP may beexpelled to some extent by theco-adsorption of NO3 as is suggested by the capacitance which follows the upward trend just
likeinthepolymer-freecase.ThePVAcurveisincreasing,butdoesnot
reach the same value as the plain curve, unlike the PVP cure. The
increase athigh pAg forPVP canbeattributed totheincreasingcharge
on the surface, but strong desorption of PVP is improbable, as its
adsorption maximum is around pAg 10.5 [9].The difference between PVP
andPVA isprobably due to the lower coverage forPVP,allowingmoreK
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to be adsorbed, leading to an increasing C. With PVA this cation
adsorption is strongly reduced because of the high degree of coverage,
resulting in a low capacitance up to pAg 13.5.
As illustrated by Figs. 1 and 2. the semi-infinite diffusion process
still applies with adsorbed polymer, although the value of the diffusion
parameter is influenced. Fig. 12.shows that for PVP the change relative
to the adsorbate-free system is significant only in the high pAg range.
Adsorption of PVA on the other hand, causes the Warburg coefficient to
increase considerably over the whole potential range, except for pAg<5.
The plateau in the intermediate region is raised and the differences
even increase with increasing I concentration (from pAg 11 to 13.5).

4.5
logo

4.0

3.5

3.0

2.5

14

10

6

4
pAg

Fig. 12.Warburg parameter avs pAg. (• and (
o and (

4

)PVA adsorbed, M 9*10 ,
)PVP adsorbed,M 9*10 5 .

All experiments electrolyte 0.1 M KNO3.

-)no polymer.
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It is most likely ~uat the increase of the Warburg coefficient is
caused by a retardation of the diffusional transport of Ag or I~.
Depending onmolecular mass the thickness of an adsorbed polymer layer
ranges from some twenty toone hundred nanometers [8].Intheadsorbed
layerthepolymer segmentdensity isincreasingwithdecreasing distance
from thesurface,so that thediffusioncoefficientwillbeaninvolved
function of distance. The experimental admittance data refer to a
frequency range where the effective diffusion layer extends some 1000
nm.More etailed experimentswill benecessary tofind outwhetherthis
retardationeffectquantitatively explainstheobserved increaseof0.
Thedifferencesbetween avaluesforPVAvsPVPmayprovide somemore
insight in this retardation effect.With PVA the a value is increased
over the whole range of negative surface charges (pAg>4.5 [8]).This
could possibly bedue tospecific immobilization of iodide ionsbyPVA.
It isknown that iodine forms a complexwithPVA,and that iodideions
are essential for this complex formation [28]. Probably iodide is
responsible for forcing the polymer into a helix [29],leading tothe
coloured iodine-complex. The PVP-iodide complex isnotably weaker than
the PVA-iodide complex, as expressed by the marked dependence on
molecularweightofthelightabsorptionofl2..I~..PVP complexes[30].

5.Conclusions.
The results discussed above give rise to some general remarks and
conclusions.Firstly, the electrodynamics of theAgl/solutioninterface
are fully described by its double layer capacitance and a diffusional
impedance for the exchange ofAg or I ions. This holds true for (i)
solutions with various electrolyte concentrations; (ii)various interfacialpotentials (Ag /l~ activities); (iii)anAgisurfacecoveredwith
adsorbed polymer (or with EG present). Secondly, there is reasonable
agreement between capacitance data fromelectrode impedance spectraand
those obtained by other experimental techniques. This applies most
clearly todata forplainelectrolyte solutions,but similar trendsare
also found when organic material present. Thirdly, for plain KNOo
solutions good agreement exists between our diffusion data and those
presented in the literature. Comparison with values calculated from
diffusion theory shows good agreement when silver ions are present in
concentrationshigher than10 M,andlessagreementwheniodideisthe
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dominant ion. a values have not yet been published for the silver
iodide/solution interface inthepresenceofpolymers,thus prohibiting
anycomparison.
Inaforthcoming publicationwewill illustrate therelevanceofthe
present results forthestability ofAgi colloids.Thisdiscussionwill
focus on a comparison of time constants for several types of double
layer relaxation processesattheAgi particle/solution interface,with
the duration of particle interaction in the colloid as ensuing from
Brownianmotion[16].
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ChapterV.

ELECTRODYNAMICSOFTHEAgi/SOLUTIONINTERFACE
ANDTHEMEANINGFORCOLLOIDSTABILITY.

1.Introduction.
The DLVO theory [1,2] of colloid stability has had great impact on
the development of colloid science. Its introduction has opened large
fields of investigation,and ithasbeenestablished asapowerfultool
insolvingmany fundamentalandpracticalproblems.
One of the main problems that has remained unsolved, however,
concerns the questionwhether the double layers of the particles ina
colloidal solution interactunder equilibrium conditions ornot.Alternatively thequestion iswhether collision takes placeunder conditions
ofconstant surfacepotential,i.e.fullyrelaxeddoublelayer,orunder
conditions of constant charge.The two cases are schematically illustrated in Fig.l. The former requires adjustment of the surface charge
during thefinitetimeofinteractionoftwoparticles.Thelatter

Fig.l. The profile of the double layer potential for a given valueof
theinterparticle spacing.(
(

)constant surfacepotential,

)constantchargedensity.
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applies if the surface charge cannot adjust Itself to the increaseof
the potential that results from the overlap of the electrical double
layersduringthecollision.
Experimentsonsuspensions cannotbeused tosolvethisquestion.The
definition of thecoagulation concentration and itsexperimentaldetermination are not refined enough to clarify the matter. Titration
measurements are basically unsuitable since they are performed under
equilibrium conditions. To answer the question of 'constant potential'
or 'constantcharge',experimentshavetobecarriedoutthatattackthe
problem directly. It is here that dynamic investigations, e.g., on
electrodes consisting of the material under study, come into the
picture.Whenanelectrodesurfacethatisincontactwithasolutionof
such composition that it resembles the coagulation conditions of the
corresponding colloid, is forced away from the equilibrium potential,
some of the processes that possibly restore equilibrium canbe studied
inadirectmanner.
Many investigations referred toabovehavebeencarried outonsilver
iodide as a model substance, because of the reproducibility in the
preparation of suspensions and electrodes of this material [3].Its
colloidalandelectrochemicalpropertiesarewell-established.Sincethe
sixties a lot of studies have been carried outonelectrodes ofsilver
iodide [4,5,6].Morerecently,PeverelliandVanLeeuwen [7]andKvastek
and Horvat [8] have broadened the scope by not only considering the
double layer capacitance, but also the ion transfer dynamics. The
present study is an elaboration on this work, and it resulted in the
total elucidation of the impedance and its components [9].In contrast
withearlieranalyses,itappearsthattherateofexchangeofAg orI
ions between Agi and the solution is determined by the transport in
solution,rather thanbytheactualtransfer step.Dataonrelaxationof
Agi electrodes coveredwithanadsorbed layer of polymermolecules also
providesnewinformation[10].
In a paper on the possible relaxation processes during colloidal
interaction,Lyklema [11] arrives at the conclusion that conditions of
constant charge prevail. His work is based on theoretical considerations, and on the experimental evidence [7] that the Stern layer does
notrelaxviaexchangeofionsbetweenthesolutionandtheAgi.Lyklema
leaves open thebypasses of short-circuiting of theStern layerviathe

-V
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diffuse part of the double layer in solution, and relaxation by fast
silver ion conduction through the solid. In a subsequent article by
Lyklema andVanLeeuwen [12],this latter issuewasworked out.Itwas
assumed that iontransfer through theinterfaceat theinteractionarea
isslow,butthatrelaxationinthediffuselayerinsolutionandinthe
solid (involving conduction via interstitial silver ions)is fast.The
authorsconcludethatthisdoublediffusedoublelayeradjustmentallows
the potential at the region of interaction to relax during the
collision. The 'excess' charge is smeared out over that part of the
surface that isnot in interaction with another particle.InFig.2.we
haveschematically pictured thisprocess.

Fig.2. Schematic representation of two particles in collision. The
indicated area is the interaction region; the shaded area depicts the
region not directly involved in the interaction. The solid arrows
indicate the flux of interstitial silver ions, dashed arrows indicate
therelaxationofthediffuselayerinsolution.

Itisthepurposeofthepresentpapertoreconsider theissueonthe
basis of the new electrodynamic information [10].Especially since it
has been established that ion transfer across the interface isarapid
process, the picture has to be modified by putting more emphasis on
diffusionalmasstransportofAg andI insolution.
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2.ElectrodynamicsoftheAgl/solutioninterface:availableinformation.
Theexperimentaldatahasbeenobtainedby analysisof the impedance
spectrum of silver iodide electrodes [9].The preparation of theelectrodesandtheexperimentalsetuphavebeendescribed elsewhere [13].It
was shown [9],that for periods longer than 10 - 6 s the impedance is
fully described byaparallelarrangement ofadouble layer capacitance
Candadiffusional(masstransport)impedance Zy, aspictured inFig.3.

double layer
capacitance

- \ AV V/(Warbi
—
mass transport

jrg)

impedance

Fig.3.ElectricalequivalentcircuitoftheAgi/solutioninterface.
ThedoublelayercapacitanceincludesadsorptionofAg orI - .Sincethe
experimentalconditionsresemblecoagulationconditionsofcolloids(0.1
M KN0 3 solution), the large excess of inert electrolyte makes
t Ag += tj

0,and the transport ofAg andI~ions insolutionmaybe

considered mass transport. In the case of semi-infinite
diffusion,thetransportimpedanceZ„isgivenby[14]:

ZW= V

jz"=(1-j) a a*

(1)

where Z is the complex impedance, Z' its real and Z" its imaginary
component, j=/-l, a is the Warburg coefficient and u the angular
frequency inrad s~.TheWarburg coefficient isrelated totheconcentrationc tandthediffusioncoefficient V±ofthediffusingion:
o-21 (2D -1
a=RTF~z Cj"
±)

(2)

linear
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with R, T and F having the usual meaning. Experimental results [10]
agree with the Warburg coefficients predicted from eqn(2), except for
pAg>10, where the experimental a values are somewhat larger than the
theoreticalones.
Our capacitance results agree with literature data obtained by
titration of Agi suspensions [15],for plain 0.1 M KNO3 solutions as
well aswhen polymer was adsorbed on the electrodes.Similar agreement
with literature data was found for the diffusion impedance in plain
electrolyte solutions [7,8]. (Prior to [10],nodatahad beenpublished
on diffusion properties of this system in the presence of adsorbed
polymer.)
The influence of the polymers poly (vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP,M ~ 9*
10)and poly (vinylalcohol) (PVA,M ~ 9* 10)wasmainly todecrease
thecapacitanceoverawidepotentialrange,andtoincreasetheWarburg
coefficient for potentials more negative than corresponding with pAg
about8.
nopolymer

PVP(M

~9

105)

PVA(M

~ 9104)

a

C

TW
1.2

a

C

T

50 2

600

50

2

600

40

14 33

9000

10

17

15000

10 47

13000 10 35

18000

8

43

20000

7.5 47

12

3500

10 2

6000

8

5

9000

6

6

13

1500

19 2

3000

12

3

6000

7

4

a

C

4

600

6

9000

10

PAg

TW

W

TableI.Experimentalrelaxationparameters.Electrolyte0.1 MKNO3.
„2a\tF
-%
-2
T=25*C.0inQcm s _ î ,Cin
cm andi^jinmsec

In Table I we have collected the capacitances C and the Warburg
coefficients a for a number of pAg values, for 0.1 M KNOo solutions
withoutpolymeraswellaswithPVPorPVAadsorbed ontotheelectrodes.
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Àlsoshownistherelaxationtimeforsemi-infinite lineardiffusion,
t w ,asdefinedby[16]:
-cw=2a 2C2

(3)

Its physical significance isvisualized by considering the timedependence of the overpotential r\in the case ofaninfinitely shortcharge
injection(anddiffusioncontrolled relaxation),asitisgivenby[16]:

T](t)= TI0exp(t/ty)erfc ( t / t ^

(4)

Here n is the initial overpotential and erfc is theerror function
complement. For t = 0.69 T„

the overpotential is half its initial

value. As compared to a purely exponential function, eqn(4) shows a
rapid decay at short intervals,and a slow decay in the later partof
thecurve.Thisisschematically pictured inFig.4.Formoredetailsthe
readerisreferred totheelectrochemical literature [16,17].

Fig.4. The functions exp(x) (broken curve) and exp(x)erfc(x) (solid
curve)vstime.

The relaxation time for ion transfer across the interface is given

by:
T t r =9C

(5)

with 9being theion (charge)transfer resistance andC theinterfacial
capacitance. The relaxation of the overpotential for this case
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(controlled by some activation process) will display an exponential
course.A finitecharge transfer resistancewould showupasanincline
of thecurves intherealadmittance plots,asdiscussed inref [9].In
a previous paper [10]it has been shown,however,that theseplotsare
horizontal for all potentials and also in the presence of adsorbed
polymer.Particularly theabsenceofadetectable chargetransferresistance for thehighest concentrations of silver oriodide ions,wherety
is small,points towards ahigh rate of interfacial ionexchange.From
the admittance plots it can be deduced that theupper limit of theion
transferresistanceis5Qcm.

3.Timescalesofinteractionandrelaxationprocesses.
3.1.particleinteraction.
The time of interaction of two spherical colloidal particles inthe
collision process, that is pictured in Fig.2, has been estimated by
Lyklema.Thesimplestapproach,basedonBrownianmotion,leadsto[11]:
T

Br=(2< _ 1 ) 2/2D p -(12uT)a)/(<2kT)

(6)

with D the diffusion coefficient of the particles,a their radius, K
the reciprocalDebye length,T)the viscosity,k theBoltzmann constant
andT the temperature.Ifaranges between 100and 500nm,K~10 m
(0.1 M 1-1 electrolyte) and the other quantities have their usual
values,eqn(6)yieldsvalues forx ß r around 10

s.

Hydrodynamic effects will slow down themotion of the particles.Honig
et al. [18] have evaluated the drag factor as about 10,depending on
distance and particle radius. The corrected Brownian interaction time
tg thusbecomesabout10 sec.
The geometry of the interaction area between the particles requires
some special attention. The projection of two particles, their double
layers and the various distances are pictured in Fig.5. If overlap is
taken as the interparticle distance being smaller than 2 K , it can
easilybeshownfromthispicture thattheregionofoverlapbetweenthe
twodouble layers isa lens-shaped volumewith the largest radiusbeing
equalto(2a/<)«Incalculations inthefollowing sections thedistance
^a/ic)*willbeusedasthecharacteristic lengthofthedisequilibrated
partofthedoublelayerandtheparticlesurface.

—9 —1
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particle radius
interacting part
of particle surfaceT

(25/-M.)

H

non-interacting part
of particle surface

characteristic length of
region of interaction

Fig.5. Schematic picture of two interacting spherical colloidal
particles,with theemphasisongeometry,a.istheparticle radius, K
theDebyelength.Theshadedareaistheinteractionregion.
The various routes along which the disequilibrated double layer in
the colloidal systemmay relaxare illustrated inFig.6. The indicated
processesare:1interfacialtransferofexchangeable ions,i.e.Ag and
I - ; II diffusion into solution of Ag or I - ; III relaxation of the
diffusedoublelayersatthetwosidesoftheinterface,inthesolidby
migration of interstitial silver ions; IV surface relaxation via
diffusion and/or conduction of Stern ions. They will be subsequently
dealt with inthe following sections.An electrical equivalent circuit
of a particle in interaction is given in Fig.7. A and C denote the
disequilibrated part of the surface and capacitance respectively. 9is
the ion transfer resistance (process I in Fig.6). R

Agi denotes the

resistance of theroutealongwhich theexcess chargeaccumulated inC
may leak away by interstitial silver migration (process III inFig.6).
Z„denotestherelaxationoftheexcesschargebysurfacediffusion/
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region of
nteraction

/
/
/
/

\

double
layer

Fig.6.Possible relaxation routes for thesurface charge,Iinterfacial
ion transfer,II diffusion in solution, III relaxation of the diffuse
layers,IV surfacemigration.
conductance (IV in Fig 6 ) . Z w denotes diffusion in solution (and
resorption) as the equilibrating process (II).A° and C° denote that
part of thesurface and thecapacitancewhicharenot directly involved
intheinteraction.

3.2.interfacialiontransfer.
The mechanism by which the local excess charge on the particle
ensuing from a collision may be transferred from the solid to the
solution,isinterfacialiontransfer.InFig.6thisprocessis
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Fig.7. The electrical equivalent circuit of a colloidal particle in
interaction. A and C denote the disequilibrated fraction of the
surface, A 0 and C° the remainder part. 9 stands for ion transfer
(corresponds with 1 in Fig.6); Z w is the diffusion impedance (II in
Fig.6); Z thesurface relaxation impedance (IV inFig.6), and R A K I

tne

bulksilveriodideconductance (IIIinFig.6).

indicated asI.Fornegative particles this requires transfer of iodide
ionsfromtheAgilatticetothesolutionside.Theseiodideionscanbe
further removed from the region of double layer overlap by oneof the
processes described in the following sections. For positively charged
particles silver ions have to desorb (silver ion transfer being the
crucialfactor).
As mentioned in section 2, our experimental data onAgi electrodes
indicate fast ion transfer.Under the conditions usually pertained to
-2
stability studies (pAg 12)C ~ 10 (iFcm , so with 9 < 5 Qcm and
eqn(5)we obtain typically t t <5*10

sec.Itisconcluded thation

transfer is at least as fast as aBrownian collision,and intheequivalentcircuit thecomponent 9maybeneglected.

2
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3.3.diffusioninsolution.
Oncetheexcessionshavebeendesorbed,theyhavetoberemovedfrom
the 'region of interaction'. One possible pathway of transport is
diffusion into the solution, in Fig.6 designated by II a . For linear
diffusionfromtheinterfaceanestimateoftherelaxationtimeisgiven
by eqn(3). In principle this equation applies to planar geometry. The
thickness of a diffusion layer developed on the time scale of tg r ,
however, would be thicker by orders of magnitude than the particle
separation.As the discussion on relaxation times only concerns orders
ofmagnitude,wewill omit thecumbersome rigorous evaluation oftyfor
the much more complex geometry of the colloid situation. We can,
however,improvetheestimateofeqn(3)using someadditionalconsiderations. As is illustrated in Fig.8, the overall diffusion process
contains elements of planar diffusion (8.a) and spherical diffusion
(8.b). For a given concentration gradient AC the flux equation would
haveaformlike[19]:

*=DAC [(nD t)~^ + 1/r]

(7)

with D the diffusion coefficient of the ions, t the time and r the
radius of the 'sphere'.The term (nD t)* stands forplanar diffusion,
the1/rtermfor spherical diffusion.Incolloidal reality thecombinationofthetwotermswould beacumbersome task.Letitsufficehereto
compare therelativeweights ofplanar and spherical terms.Onthetime
scale of particle interaction, as we have seen, t is of the order of
10~ 4 sec.WithD =2*10" 5cm2 sec -1 , thefirst termwillbe ca.10~ 3
nm . If for r the characteristic length of the interaction region,
(2g/<)^ being ca.50nm, is taken,then thel/rtermis2*10~ 2nm -1 ,
so spherical diffusion is dominant and the flux thus is at least ten
times larger thanforplanar diffusion only.Of course,this isstilla
crude approximation. The geometry is much more complex than purely
spherical and the two particles act as obstacles, partly blocking
diffusion.On theotherhand,resorption of theexcessAg orI ontoa
non-excited part of the particles (process II in Fig.6)will occur.
Sinceiontransfer isfast,aniodideiondiffusingawayfromtheregion
ofinteraction,A ,maybeincorporated inthelatticesomewhereelseon
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Fig.8. Schematical illustration of the diffusion process: a. planar
diffusion for very small distances from the surface;b. spherical-like
diffusion for larger distances.The radius of the "diffusion sphere"is
on the order of (2â/<).For the sake of clarity, the particles are
drawnrelatively smalascompared tothedoublelayerthickness.
the surface of the particle, on A 0 . The reason for this phenomenon is
that the local iodide concentration is in excess of the equilibrium
concentration corresponding with the surface charge on A°.Of course,
locally thepotential isincreased by this resorption,but asA » A,
the increase will be small.This resorption will increase the concentrationgradient insolution,thusacceleratingdiffusionalrelaxation.
Another important aspect is the enhancement of transport byconvectionascausedbysolutionflowsaround theparticles.
We conclude that eqn(3) overestimates the relaxation time for this
system.Depending on the value of the equilibrium potential ityields:
—3
—2
10 < -Uy <5*10 sec,as shown inTable I,also inthepresenceof
adsorbed polymer.Taking intoaccount themodification of thediffusion
by sphericity effects,the relaxation times are reduced by a factorof
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about ten, thus yielding ca. 10

sec. Considering the qualitative

importance of other effects like resorption and convection, it seems
quitelikely thattherelaxationisstillconsiderably faster.Itmaybe
concluded, therefore, that at least partial relaxation via this route
cantakeplace.

3.4.relaxâtionofthediffuselayers.
Simultaneous relaxationofthe space charge layer inthesolid phase
andthediffusedoublelayerinsolutionhasbeentreatedbyLyklemaand
VanLeeuwen [12].Theyusedaasthecharacteristic distance,whereaswe
adopted (2a/K)*. InFig.6 thisprocess isindicated by III.Therelaxationtimet,canbeestimated from

*d~ <PAgI+ Psoln>*interface* ^ ' ^

<8>

With p A g I ~ 10 4 Q cm, p s o l n ~ 60 Q cm, C i n t e r f a c e ~ 10 uF cm"2, and
(2a/ic)^~50nm,wefind x^ <5*10~ 7 sec.
Relaxation in the solid is the rate limiting process, but even this
excess chargerelaxationviamigration ofAg interstitials through the
bulk of solid Agi is fast as compared to the time of interaction of
colloidalparticles.Itisworthnoticingthat thisprocessissubstance
dependent; if the conductivity would bemuch lower,this diffuse layer
relaxationprocessmightbeslowascompared tothecollisiontime.

3.5.surfacerelaxation.
There isanother route tobeconsidered for relaxationof theexcess
charge in the interaction region,namely processes along the particle
surface,whichwehaveindicated inFig.6asIV.
If the lateral relaxation via the Stern layer would proceed by
diffusion,itsrelaxationtimemaybeestimated from

t 8 ~(2a/K)/2D s

(9)

with (2a/<) as before and D the surface diffusion coefficient. As a
—S ?
—1
first approachwe take D = Dbulk' v^-z' 2* 10 cm sec sothatwe
have T ~ 10

sec.This relaxation timemay belonger,ifthesurface

diffusionconstant islowerthanthebulkdiffusionconstant.
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Às the initial perturbation is a potential gradient along the
surface,itseemslikely thatthesurfacerelaxationhasapredominantly
conductivecharacter,whichwillresultin[11]:

T

s

(ee 0/K S ) <2a/ie>*

(10)

where K isthesurfaceconductivity ande eQthelocalpermittivity.We
can substitute e~ 10 (Stern layer!), e Q= 9* 10~ 1 2 CV - 1 m - 1 , and
—ft —1
K ~10 Q .The latter relatively high value,measured at pAg 12by
Van den Hoven for 0.1 M KNO3 [20],results from a relatively high
surfaceconcentrationofspecifically adsorbed cations [21].Nowwehave
x ~2*10

sec,which is faster than the estimate based on surface

diffusion. The low dielectric constant makes the process ten times
faster than in the bulk,all other parameters being equal.We conclude
that lateral relaxation of the Stern layer is sufficiently fast to
contribute to therelaxationofthedouble layer during particleinteraction.

4.Conclusion.
All processes described in the previous sections have been shown to
beeitherfaster thanoratleastequally fastastheBrowniancollision
process. We have summarized thevarious processes and relaxation times
inTable II.The conclusion may be drawn that thedisequilibrated part
of the double layer can adjust its charge to thedynamic circumstances
in the colloidal solution.The surface charge of the remainder partof
theparticlemay betemporarily increased byanegligibly smallamount,
that may relax on a longer timescale (via infinite diffusion into the
bulk solution).Theinteractionbetweenparticlesinasilveriodidesol
takes place under conditions of constant potential. The influence of
adsorbedpolymersontheelectrodynamics ofthesystemissmall,andthe
largeimpactofadsorbed polymeroncolloid stabilitymustbeattributed
to,e.g.,stericeffects[22].
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As the initial perturbation is a potential gradient along the
surface,itseemslikely thatthesurfacerelaxationhasapredominantly
conductivecharacter,whichwillresult in[11]:

T S ~ (ee 0/K S ) (2a/ie)*

(10)

where K isthesurfaceconductivity and eeQthelocalpermittivity.We
can substitute e~ 10 (Stern layer!), e Q= 9 * 1 0 - 1 2 CV - 1 m"1,and
K ~10° Q .The latter relatively high value,measured at pAg 12by
Van den Hoven for 0.1 M KNO3 [20],results from a relatively high
surfaceconcentrationofspecifically adsorbed cations [21].Nowwehave
T g ~2*10

sec,which is faster than the estimate based on surface

diffusion. The low dielectric constant makes the process ten times
faster than in thebulk,all other parameters being equal.We conclude
that lateral relaxation of the Stern layer is sufficiently fast to
contribute totherelaxation of thedouble layerduring particleinteraction.

4.Conclusion.
All processes described in the previous sections have been shownto
beeitherfaster thanoratleastequally fastastheBrowniancollision
process. We have summarized thevarious processes and relaxation times
inTable II.The conclusion may be drawn that thedisequilibrated part
of the double layer canadjust its charge to thedynamic circumstances
in the colloidal solution.The surface charge of the remainder partof
theparticlemay betemporarily increased byanegligibly smallamount,
that may relax on a longer timescale (via infinite diffusion into the
bulk solution).Theinteractionbetweenparticlesinasilveriodidesol
takes place under conditions of constant potential. The influence of
adsorbedpolymersontheelectrodynamics ofthesystemissmall,andthe
largeimpactofadsorbed polymeroncolloid stabilitymustbeattributed
to,e.g.,stericeffects[22].
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relaxationprocess

symbol

Brownlancollision

T

iontransfer

x

Warburgdiffusion

Br

tr

magnitude/s
lO"4
<5*1(T5
10~ 3 to5*

\

IQ"2

correctedfor

1(T4

sphericity
diffusedouble

x

à

5*10"7

layer

surfaceconduction
( ,, diffusion

T

s

2*10~ 1 0
10 -7 )

Table II. Relaxation processes and the orders of magnitude of the
relaxationtimes.
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ABSTRACT.

The purpose of

this study is to gain insight in electrodynamic

processesincolloidalsystems,thatis,intheelectricalcurrentsthat
flow because of themovement of charged particles.There isaneed for
such insight,because theDLVO theory describing the stability ofelectrocratic colloidscannotanswer thefollowingquestion:caninteracting
particlesintheshorttimeofBrownianencounteradjust their'chargeto
thedisequilibrationresulting fromtheoverlapofthedouble layersand
thus keep their potential constant? Or will the particles keep their
charge constant during the interaction? The answer depends on the rate
ofvarious possible charge transfer processes.We have chosenforelectrodes toinvestigate thedynamic phenomena of interest,and forAgias
themodelsubstance.
Chapter Ioffers ageneral introduction to the theme,and describesthe
outlineofthisstudy.
The experimental technique used (the coulostatic impulse method) is
based on the following experiment.A small departure from theequilibrium potential isinstantaneously imposed ontwoidenticalelectrodes.
The overpotential relaxes and the decay, of which the precise shape
contains information on the various processes,is recorded. In chapter
II we describe the preparation of the Agi electrodes and the other
materials,thesetupand theprocedure toconvert thedecay signalinto
animpedancespectrum.
In chapter III an analysis of the impedance spectrum ismade,and the
possible components of theelectrical equivalent circuit arediscussed.
It is shown that surface roughness of the electrode seriously complicatesthemasstransport impedanceand thismayruintheanalysisofthe
impedance spectrum. It is concluded that the combined analysis of two
admittance functions,employing both therealand imaginary components,
provides thebestmethod: itallows toclearly recognize theeffectsof
surface roughness,and theanalysis caneasily beautomated. It isalso
shown that ion transfer through the interface is arapid process, and
that diffusion in the solution (mass transport) is the rate limiting
step.
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InchapterIVexperimental resultsarepresented Interms ofcapacitances and Warburg (diffusional)coefficients under various conditions of
potential and electrolyte concentration. The data refer to 'clean'
electrodes,aswellastoelectrodeswithanadsorbedpolymer layer.The
polymers used were PVA (M ca. 9* 104) and PVP (M ca. 9* 10 5 ).The
results arecomparedwith literature data.Generally, theagreementwas
satisfactory, and a tentative explanation for the trends in the capacitances was forwarded. The Warburg coefficients showed some deviation
fromthetheoretically expected behaviour,themore sowhenpolymerwas
adsorbed.
Chapter V summarizes the literature on relaxation processes during
interaction in colloids, and resumes the experimental information from
theprevious chapters.Particularly theassessment of iontransfer asa
fast process calls for a reconsideration of the hitherto existing
picture. Three possible relaxation routes (after ion transfer) of the
excess charge on the particle are described and relaxation times for
each are estimated. It is concluded that silver iodide particles,uncoveredorcoveredwithapolymerlayer,canadjust theirsurfacecharge
on the time scale of a collision by at least one of the transport
processes described. The interaction thus takes place under conditions
ofconstantpotential.
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DEELEKTRODYNAKEKAVANHETZILVER-JODIDEOPLOSSINGSGRENSVLAK.

SAMENVATTING.

Eenkolloid (spreekuitals:kol-loo-wied)Iseenverzamelingvankleine
deeltjes van ëën fase (stof), die verdeeld zijn in een samenhangende
hoeveelheid vaneenandere fase.Depraktische toepassingen vandekolloidchemie zijn waarschijnlijk net zo oud als de beschaving. Om maar
iets tenoemen:eenzeepoplossing iseenkolloidaal systeem,dataggregatenvanmeerderezeepmolekulenbevatineenoplossingvanapartezeepmolekulen inwater;melk iseenverdeling vanvetdruppeltjes ineenwaterige oplossing; eenfotografische filmbevatkristallijne zilverbromide (of zilver jodide-bromide) deeltjes als lichtgevoelige kerntjes,
verdeeld ineen"bevroren"gelatineoplossing.
De ingewikkeldheid van deze drie voorbeelden verschilt: zeep makenkan
heeleenvoudig;melkheeftnaproduktiedoordekoemaarweinigaandacht
nodig;een filmpjevereist eenheleboelwetenschappelijke inbrengvóórdatmenerookmaardevaagstefotomeekanmaken.
Met de huidige stand van technologie steunen vele produktieprocessesen
zwaar op inzichten in fundamentele processen achter kolloidale verschijnselen.Eénvandie fundamenten isde stabiliteit vanhetkolloid.
Blijvendedeeltjesverdeeld ofklonteren zesamenen 'vlokkenzeuit'?
Sindsdeveertiger jarenbestaatereentheorie,deDLVOtheorie,diede
stabiliteitvankolloidale systemenalsgevolgvanhunladingmetsukses
beschrijft. Ze kan echter niet de vraag beantwoorden: kunnen geladen
kolloidale deeltjeshun lading aanpassenaanhet elektrisch veldwaarin
ze tijdensbotsingenmet anderedeeltjes tijdelijk verkeren? Isditwel
mogelijk,dannoemenwe dathet gevalvankonstante potentiaal;zoniet,
danheethetkonstantelading.
Hetantwoord opdezevraaghangtafvandesnelheidvandeverschillende
processen waardoor het deeltje ladingkanuitwisselenmet deoplossing.
Wij hebben gekozen voor elektroden om de dynamische verschijnselen te
onderzoeken,envoorzilver-jodidealsmodelstof.
Hoofdstuk I geeft een algemene inleiding en de opzet van dit proefschrift.
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De gebruikte techniek,decoulostatische pulsmethode,werkt alsvolgt.
Twee identieke elektroden worden momentaan een beetje uit hun evenwichtspotentiaal gebracht. Daarna relaxeert de overpotentiaal, en de
precieze vorm van de kurve die informatie bevat over de teonderzoeken
processen,wordt opgenomen.HoofdstukIIbeschrijft debereiding vande
Agi elektroden, en de overige materialen, de opstelling en de methode
waarmeederelaxatie-kurveomgezetwordtineenimpedantie-spektrum.
InHoofdstukIIIwordthetimpedantie-spektrum geanalyseerd,endemogelijke onderdelen van het elektrische equivalent circuit besproken.
Oppervlakteruwheid blijktdemassatransport impedantietekompliceren,
wat de analyse van het impedantie-spektrum sterk kan bemoeilijken.Het
bestevoldoeteengekombineerde analysevanhetreëleenimaginairedeel
van de admittantie: zo kan men opppervlakte-ruwheid gemakkelijk
herkennen, en de analyse kan eenvoudig geautomatiseerd worden. Het
blijktdatdeoverdrachtvanAg enI ionendoorhetgrensvlaksnelis,
endatdiffusie indeoplossing (massatransport)snelheidsbeperkend Is.
InHoofdstukIVwordendeexperimentele resultatenweergegeven intermen
vancapaciteitenenWarburg (diffusie-impedantie)coëfficiëntenbijverschillende potentialen en elektrolytconcentraties. De resultaten zijn
verkregenmet 'schone'elektroden,endiewaareenpolymeerlaagopgeadsorbeerd was. De gebruikte polymeren waren PVA (M ca. 9.10 ) en PVP
(Mca.9.10 ) .Deresultatenwordenvergelekenmetdeliteratuur.Inhet
algemeen komen ze goed overeen,en erwordt eenpoging gedaanhetverloop van de capaciteit te verklaren. De Warburg coefficient vertoont
lichteafwijkingenvanhet theoretisch verwachte gedrag,endes temeer
metgeadsorbeerdpolymeer.
Hoofdstuk V geeft de literatuur overrelaxatieverschijnselenbijinteraktie inkolloidale systemen kort weer, envat de experimentele resultaten van de vorige hoofdstukken samen. Vooral de vaststelling dat
ionenoverdracht snel is, noopt tot heroverweging van het bestaande
beeld. Drie mogelijke routes worden beschreven, waarlangs de 'extra'
ladingophetdeeltjekanwegvloeien,endebijbehorende relaxatietijden
worden geschat. De konlusie luidt, dat zilverjodide deeltjes, met of
zonder geadsorbeerd polymeer, hun oppervlaktelading kunnen aanpassen
tijdens debotsing door tenminsteêênvandeze processen.De interaktie
laeenzilverjodidesolvindtdusplaatsnetkonstantepotentiaal.
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